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am 	 amber mutation 
(d)ATP 	 (dsoxy)Adsnoslns triphosphate 
BSA 	 Bovine Serum Albumin 
Butyl P80 	 2-(41-t.rt-Butylph.nyl) -5- (4-blphenylyl) -1 .3,4,- 
oxadi azole 
(d)CTP 	 (deoxy)Cytldlne triphosphate 
DEAE-cellulose 	Deoxyethyl Aminoethyl cellulose 
cDNA 	 DNA transcript of RNA by reverse transcrlptue 
double strand cONA cOMA converted to duplex by DNA Polymerase I 
EDTA 	 Ethylene Diamine Tetra acetic Acid 
(d)GTP 	 (deoxy)Guanoslne triphosphate 
EMS 	 Eosin/Methylene Blue 
HAP 	 Hydroxyapatite 
1mm 	 Immunity region 
kHz 	 kilo Hertz 
linkers synthetic oligodioxynucleotldes used In molecular 
recombination 
MD Megadaltons 
PET Polyethylenel*1 vie 
p.f.u. plaque-forming units 
rDNf\ or\G'N1 	c\$ 
SAM S-adenosyl methionine 
SOS Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate 
SSC Standard Saline/Citrate (0.34 Sodium Chloride, 
0.034 trlSodlum Citrate) 
TCA Trlchloracetic acid 
it buffer 	 IOW Tris-140, 1EDTA, pH 8.0 
Trls 	 2- amino-2-(hydroxymetPiyl) propan.-1-3-dlol. 
ts 	 temperature-sensitive mutation 
dTTP 	 Thymidine triphosphate 
UTP Un dine triphosphat. 
ACI 	 ml crocuri e 
Restriction enzyme nomenclature 
The system used is that described by Smith and Nathans (1973). 
The versatility of bacteriophage lambda as a vector for the 
amplification of DNA fragments has been limited by the technical 
difficulties Involved In preparing vectors possessing one or two 
targets for particular restriction enzymes. 
In this thesis, the use of 'adapter fragments'. 1..., short, 
naturally occurring DNA fragments terminated by the recognition 
sequence for a different restriction enzyme at each end, has been 
studied. Such fragments have been employed to insert a DNA fragment 
produced by R.BamH1 digestion into a vector R.H1nIII target. 
The need to isolate adapter fragments has been obviated by using 
genetic or physical screening or selection for the insertion of adapter 
fragments. Two DNA fragments of interest from plasald recombinants 
have been transferred to lambda recombinants using these techniques. 
1 
Introduction 
Many of the outstanding questions raised by the discoveries of 
classical genetics and biochemistry are being answered in the field of 
molecular biology. The application of powerful physical tools to the 
study of biological macromolecules has provided much basic information 
about the organisation of living cells, and particularly the nature of 
the hereditary material 
The control of transfer and expression of genetic information has 
been investigated in depth at the molecular level by studying these 
processes in micro-organisms, which offer several advantages. They go 
through life cycles very quickly, so a very large population may be 
rapidly prepared from a single organism; they respond quickly to meta-
bolic stimuli, and their genetic constitution is much simpler than 
that of higher eukaryotes. 
It would be invaluable to study specific genes from higher 
eukaryotes in the much simpler background of simple micro-organisms, 
and this facility is offered by molecular cloning. 
The basic tools for the method are restriction enzymes and 
suitable DNA vectors, which may be bacterial plasmids or bacterio-
phages. The aim of this project has been to exploit further the 
particular merits of bacteriophage lambda as a vector by enlarging the 
range of DNA fragments which may be cloned in it, using adapter 
fragments. 
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DNA fragmentation by restriction enzymes 
The isolation and amplification of discrete DNA fragments in 
E. coli depends on the availability of site-specific DNA endonucleases. 
These were discovered in E. coli during investigations into host-
controlled restriction and modification. 
It was first observed in the early 1950's that bacteriophages 
propagated on one strain would plate with greatly reduced efficiency 
or were 'restricted' on a second strain. Phages which did grow, how-
ever, could subsequently be propagated with normal efficiency on the 
same strain, i.e., they had been 'modified'. Restriction and modifi-
cation was first utilised in phage typing of bacterial strains (see 
Boyer, 1971). Luria (1954) defined the mechanism of restriction and 
modification of phages as non-hereditary and phenotypic, relieved by 
one cycle of growth on the restricting host strain. 
In 1962 Arber and Dussoix showed restriction by cells of radio-
actively labelled 'phage caused fragmentation of the DNA. The first 
enzyme activity shown to be responsible was purified by Mesolson and 
Yuan (1968), from E. coli K. It required ATP, SAM and Mg 24 for 
activity, and is one of the enzymes later categorised as "Class I". 
The other distinguishing properties of Class I restriction enzymes are 
the possession of two functionally distinct moieties, the restriction 
and specificity subunits. The specificity subunit is also required 
for specific modification (methylation) of DNA, in conjunction with 
the methylase subunit. Class I enzymes recognise specific sites on 
DNA, and when these are unmodified, cleave at a second non-specific 
site on the molecule, producing double-stranded DNA fragments hetero-
geneous in length (Meselson, Yuan, and Heywood, 1972). 
The first example of a "Class II" restriction endonuclease to be 
characterised was isolated by Smith and Wilcox (1970) from Haemophilus 
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influenzae. Class II restriction and modification enzymes do not 
share a common specificity subunit. These restriction enzymes 
recognise and cleav e at specific sites 4-6 nucleotides in length, 
which are in most cases rotationally symmetrical. Cleavage occurs at 
unique sites, usually within the recognition sequence, although there 
are a few exceptions, and produces a population of discrete fragment 
lengths. Both Class II restriction and modification enzymes so far 
purified to homogeneity have been shown to consist of dimers of 
identical subunits. 
The mode of action, cleavage or methylation of the recognition 
site is symmetric with respect to the nucleotide sequence, suggesting 
that the subunits each recognise and act on a single DNA strand in the 
same manner. In the presence of Mg2+, both strands are cleaved to 
produce flush ends (e.g. R.Smaj), 3' terminal projections (e.g. 
R.Pst1), or 5' terminal projections (e.g. R.EC0RIfl: 
5' C C C G G G 
G G G 
I 
C C C 
R. Sma 
5' c I G C A G 
GA C G I C 
I 	* 
5$ +c C T G G 
G G A C C 5' 
5' 	 * t 
R. ECoR11 
The asterisks indicate the sites of methylation by R11 methylase. 
R.EC0R1i restriction and modification enzymes are encoded by the fi 
R-factor R245 (Yoshimori, 1971) and can be prepared from cells con-
taming this plasmid. Another methylase which partially protects 
R.ECoR11 sites from cleavage is encoded by the E. coli K mec gene 
(Hughes and Hattman, 1975). R.ECoR11 digestion of DNA derived from 
E. coli K cleaves only at the randomly unmethylated sites, producing a 
large number of partial digest fragments. This enzyme is reduced in 
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level in niec cells and absent in E. coli B. For most restriction 
enzymes isolated, a site-specific modii:tion methyl ase has not been 
described, and the site of protection cinst cleavage is not known. 
N 7 -methyl adenine protects R.ECoR1 and R.nm sites against 
cleavage, at the sites indicated by asterisks: 
G A A T T C 
C T T A A G 
*1 
R. EC0Ri 
(Greene et al. 1974) 
A A G C T T 
T T C G A A 
*1 
(Roy and Smith, 1973) 
I 	* 
G G A T C C 
C C T A G G * 	I 
R.BamH 1 
(Hattman et al. 1978) 
and R.BamH1 is protected by 5-methyl cytosine. 
In the study of genome organisation by the use of restriction 
enzymes, protection by methylation may be informative (see for example 
Bird (1978), Bird and Southern (1978)). As many restriction enzymes 
differing in recognition sequences have now been described, DNAs with 
high or low G + C content or a high percentage methylation may be 
fragmented satisfactorily with the appropriate choice of enzymes. 
The value of restriction endonucleases to the study of genome 
organisation is due to their specificity of cleavage which permits the 
isolation of a homogeneous preparation of DNA fragments from any 
desired region of the genome. DNA fragments with complementary single-
strand projections may be reannealed in new combinations, and the ends 
joined with polynucleotide ligase to produce hybrid molecules. 
DNA amplification by cloning .  
DNA fragments generated by restriction enzymes may be amplified 
by inserting them, utilising the complementary cohesive ends, into a 
restriction site in an episome or plasmid vector. The most widely 
used vectors are bacteriophage lambda, and derivatives of a small 
colicinogenic plasmid, Col El. The hybrid replicon produced is 
recovered by transfection (Mandel and Higa, 1970) or transformation 
(Cohen et al., 1972) into competent cells. This technique has been 
applied to a wide varietyof problems in molecular biology. 
The sequence organisation of genomes has been investigated by the 
study of repetitive sequence arrays, such as the tandemly repeated 5s 
RNA genes of Xenopus laevis (Carroll and Brown, 1976). Clones of 
tandemly repeated sequences have been mapped by in situ hybridisation 
to polyterie chromosomes (e.g. Glover et al., 1975). 
The use of cloned ribosomalgenes of Drosophila melanogaster 
enabled Glover and Hogness (1977) to locate the positions of the 28s 
and 18s coding regions, transcribed and non-transcribed spacers, and a 
5000 base-pair insert into the 28SrRNA coding region. This was the 
first example of an insertion of DNA sequences within the coding 
sequence of a eukaryotic gene, or 'intron°. Introns have now been 
demonstrated within many structural genes and shown in some cases to 
be transcribed into RNA (Tilghmann et al., 1978). Their function 
remains to be established as they are not present in the main cyto-
plasmic mRNA species. 
The polarity of transcription of the histone genes of Psammechinus 
miliaris was determined by separation of the DNA strands of the genes 
which had been cloned in bacteriophage lambda, and hybridisation of 
purified histone mRNAs to the separated DNA strands (Gross et al., 
1976). 
11-11 
Specific DNA fragments have also been amplified and characterised 
by restriction enzyme mapping to enable their sequence to be determined. 
In the case of unique genes from higher organisms, the approach has 
generally been preparation of a DNA transcript of a purified mRNA, with 
reverse transcriptase, synthesis of the second DNA strand by DNA poly-
merase I, and insertion of the double-stranded fragment into a 
suitable vector (e.g. Maniatis et al., 1976). The advent of rapid 
DNA sequencing methods (Maxam and Gilbert, 1977, Sanger et al., 1977) 
has made this a method of choice even when primary interest is in the 
amino acid sequence. 
Much interest has been generated with the possibility of 
engineering expression of genes in alien cells, particularly in 
exchanges between prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Genes from the simple 
eukaryotes Yeast and Neurospora have been selected in recombinants 
which complement E. coli auxotrophs (Struhl et al., 1976, Vapnek et al., 
1977). In general ,however, the signals for transcription and transla-
tion differ, and various approaches to circumvent this barrier have 
been used, which all involve putting the incoming gene under the 
control of a promoter recognised by the host cell. Villa-Komaroff et 
al. (1978) inserted the complete structural gene for proinsulin into a 
small relaxed Col El-derived plasmid, pBR322. By using the R.Pst 1 
target within the -lactamase gene, the insert was transcribed from 
the -1actamase promoter, and translated in the correct reading frame 
to produce a -1actamase-proinsu1in fused product which reacted with 
proinsulin antigen. Colonies which carried the recombinant could be 
detected by specific immunoassay (Skalka and Shapiro, 1977, Sanzey et 
al., 1976). 
Expression from eukaryotic promoters of eukaryotic genes cloned 
in in vitro hybrids has so far been confined to yeast. Yeast genes 
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Key to Figure 1 
A 	Lambda genetic map (After Hershey et al. 1971) 
B 	S G + C bases according to Skalka et al. (1968) 
C 	Cleavage sites for R.ECoR1 
D 	Cleavage sites for 
E 	Cleavage sites for R.Ban*Ii 
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present in Col El (Hinnen et al., 1978) and in a hybrid plasmid 
cointegrate of pMB9 and the yeast 1 2-micron' plasmid (Beggs, 1978) 
have been used to transform Yeast auxotrophs to prototrophy. 
Other vectors under active consideration are the animal viruses 
SV40 and polyorna, and the Agrobacterium Ti-plasmid for plants. 
The use of bacteriophage lambda as a vector 
Lambda is one of a group of bacteriophages of E. COii known as 
"temperate", because it can exist in either lytic or lysogenic modes. 
The virus is a linear double-stranded DNA molecule of molecular weight 
32 million daltons, packed into an icosahedral protein shell with a 
tail spindle attached. The spindle is required for attachment of the 
virus to the cell, and injection of it s DNA. 
On entering the cell by injection (or by transfection), the DNA 
circularises by annealing 5' self-complementary terminal projections 
12 base pairs long. The strands are covalently sealed by polynucleo- 
tide ligase. 
This form of lambda DNA contains functional domains corresponding 
to transcripts from promoters within the 'regulatory region' (clii to 
cli in Figure 1). The extent of transcription and expression of each 
region depends on the levels of repressors and positive regulatory 
proteins, and is influenced by the physiological state of the cell 
The control of transcription will determine whether the phage 
lysogenises the host chromosome or enters the lytic cycle. 
The first transcripts produced by a phage entering the lytic 
cycle are called the "immediate early" RNA and rtktcr transcrip-
tion of gene N from P on the 1-strand and transcription of cro from 
PR 
 on the r-strand. N gene product is a positive control factor, and 
acts to overcome transcriptional stops left of N, right of cr0, and 
right of P, to give further RNA synthesis through mt on the 1-strand 
and through Q on the r-strand. This is the "delayed early" RNA. 
Immediate early RNA also encodes cr0, which acts to repress trans-
cription from P L and P several minutes after infection, and also 
represses synthesis of CI. The delayed early RNA encodes genes for 
phage recombination, red a,a and gam which inhibits host RecBC 
nuclease, on the 1-strand. Int, the gene required for site-specific 
recombination withthe E. coli genome via homology at att, is also 
translated from delayed early RNA. The r-strand encodes 0 and P which 
replicate lambda DNA, and Qwhich is another positive control protein. 
The significance of the synchronised production of red a,$, gam 
and 0 and P is that they are all involved in lambda replication, which 
occurs via two processes. Covalently closed monomeric circles are 
replicated bidirectionally from an origin near 0, generating more 
monomeric circles. These are not a substrate for the action of A gene 
product (ter) which cuts to regenerate the cohesive ends. Instead, the 
monomeric circles form an intermediate, which is protected from RecBC 
action by gam product, and this serves to replicate lambda DNA by the 
rolling circle mechanism (Gilbert and Dressier, 1968). This generates 
concatemeric DNA which can then be packaged and cut by ter into linear 
monomers. Alternatively, the red gene products may generate circular 
oligomers from the circular monomers by reciprocal recombination; and 
these oligomers will become a substrate for the packaging process. 
Q gene product stimulates the synthesis of "late" mRNA, which is 
transcribed from S through J on the r-strand. The genes transcribed 
encode phage head and tail assembly proteins, ter, and functions 5 and 
R which bring about the lysis of the bacterial cell. 
The delayed early RNA codes for two regulatory proteins, cli and 
ciii which interact to promote the transcription of ci, the lambda 
repressor, from pre (promoter for repressor establishrndnt). The ci 
repressor acts to repress synthesis of RNA from P and P
R , and 
promotes it s own synthesis by acting at prm (promoter for repressor 
maintenance). This train of events will lead to lysogeny if the level 
of ci product is high relative to that of cr0. 
The mt product catalyses reciprocal recombination between the 
phage and bacterial att sites to integrate the lambda genome into that 
of it s E. coli host. In the prophage state as it is called, ci 
product represses transcription from P and P on the prophage, and 
also on incoming phage;providing immunity to infection. The three 
most commonly used lambdoid phages, lambda, 21 and 434 each have 
different ci products recognising different OLand 
0R  sequences, so 
the immunity provided by lambda's ci gene, for example, is only 
effective against phages carrying lambda specific operators, 0L and 0R• 
Most of lambda's transcriptional control mechanisms may be used to 
advantage in the development of lambda as a vector. Space within the 
genome may be provided by the deletion of about one-third of its 
length (Franklin, 1967) without loss of 'essential' genes i.e. those 
required for particle formation. Deletions from 40%-66% and 80%-86% 
along lambda's length provide capacity for the insertion of DNA frag-
ments up to 1 .05x10 niegadaltons long. 
The control of particle formation, or of expression of cloned 
genes from lambda's promoters may be exerted by the use of temperature-
sensitive or amber mutations. The use of a cI ts  mutation (Cl 857 ) 
allows the preparation of large amounts of a lysogenic host, which may 
be concentrated by pelleting before the temperature of the culture is 
raised to 42°, inactivating the repressor and causing induction of the 
phage genome and expression from phage promoters. If this is coupled 
with an amber mutation. in AS, which codes for an endolysin, the 
IIi! 
induced phage genome will undergo many rounds of replication but not 
lyse the host cell, so vastly increasing the yield. Cells may be 
lysed with chloroform to recover the phage or product desired. 
Inactivation of the ci product allows the synthesis of mt and 
xis products which cleave specifically at the two x-E. coli DNA 
junctions, and regenerate the circular lambda monomer. Occasionally, 
the points of insertion or excision are shifted and the resulting 
phage may acquirea bacterial DNA fragment adjacent to its integration 
site. This is the origin of 'classical ' transducing phages (Hershey, 
1971). 
Phage particle formation may also be prevented by the introduction 
of suppressible mutations in structural genes A-J. The use of such 
mutations, for example in E and W has been proposed as a way of limit-
ing the spread of lambda recombinants in natural E. coli populations, 
as only strains carrying suppressor t-RNAs could allow propagation of 
the phages (Leder et al., 1977, Blattner et al., 1977). 
The study of a heterologous gene inserted into E. coli may be 
assisted if it can be transcribed from the powerful lambda promoter, 
L (Moir and Brammar, 1976). The action of N gene product in such a 
recombinant will allow host RNA polymerase to override rho-factor 
dependent transcriptional stop signals between P L and the inserted 
structural gene. 
If the orientation of an inserted gene is not known, the coding 
strand may be readily identified as the lambda DNA strands can be 
separated in CsC1/poly U, G gradients (Szybalski et al., 1971) and 
hybridised separately to purified mRNA (Gross et al., 1976). 
The boundaries of genes in separately cloned inserts may be 
identified genetically by in vivo recombination between two different 
clonesselecting for flanking markers in lambda vectors. This 
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approach was used by Hopkins et al. (1976) to analyse in vitro 
generated Aptrp phages, and deteinine a mar, of restriction targets in 
the trp operon of E. coli. 
The construction of A vectors carrying one or two sites for 
particular restriction enzymes has been carried out by several workers 
including Murray and Murray (1974) and Thomas et al. (1974). Two 
basic techniques have been used to remove superfluous restriction 
targets. The first method is based on accurate maps of targets for 
restriction enzymes in deletion strains and transducing phages and 
consists of the accumulation of deletions and substitutions, by 
successive phage crosses, to remove sites. 
The second method is that of repeatedly growing phage alternately 
in restricting and non-modifying hosts, in order to select for loss of 
sites by random mutation. This method has been used in vivo with an 
E. coli strain which carries the R 1 plasmid (Murray and Murray, 1974), 
and loss of targets for restriction enzymes not produced in E. coli 
may be achieved if the restriction step is carried out in vitro, with 
purified restriction enzyme, on a bulk phage DNA preparation. 
Surviving unrestricted ADNA molecules are recovered by transfection 
into E. coli, propagated, DNAs prepared, and the cycle is repeated. 
Lambda DNA can be packaged into phage heads if its length is 
between about 80-103% that of the wild-type lambda genome. Recovery 
of phage particles from recombinant lambda DNA molecules may be by 
'transfection' that is, uptake of DNA by calcium-treated or 
"competent" cells, (Mandel and Higa, 1970), or by in vitro packaging 
(Hohn and Murray, 1977). In vitro packaging enables phage to be 
recovered from DNA at higher efficiency than transfection, and also 




The efficiency of injection of lambda DNA into pel strains 
(Scandella and Arber, 1974) is a function of the length of the DNA 
molecule. The efficiency of injection increases with increased length 
up to 105% of wild-type lambda length, and permits selection of 
recombinant phages with long DNA inserts from a clone population. 
The selection of deletions within an inserted DNA sequence, or of 
clones of short DNA fragments from a mixture produced by restriction 
enzyme digestion, may be carried out by using supplementing media with 
pyrophosphate ions, which reduce the efficiency of packaging of full-
length DNA molecules in phage heads (Parkinson and Huskey, 1971), but 
allow molecules with deletions to be packaged. 
In the design of lambda vectors provision has to be made for 
sufficient capacity for the uptake of DNA fragments, and for there to 
be one or two sites for the restriction enzyme of interest located in 
an inessential region. Two main types of vectors have been constructed 
(Murray et al., 1977). In the 'insertion' type, a single restriction 
enzyme site within the vector is used as the position of incorporation 
of a DNA fragment from the restricted donor DNA. To allow identifica-
tion of recombinants, some vectors have a single site in a gene giving 
a readily identifiable phenotype, for example the single targets for 
R.ECoR1 and R.DIII in cIim43 	hages with insertions are in this 
case identified by the change from turbid to clear plaque morphology 
(Murray et al., 1977). The maximum capacity of insertion vectors is 
limited by the minimum packageable genome length of the vector. 
'Replacement' type vectors contain a DNA fragment of readily 
detectable function, and bounded by two restriction targets, which is 
replaced by a donor fragment. 
The capacity of replacement vectors may be higher than insertion 
vectors as the length of the vector without the fragment which is 
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replaced may be below the minimum packageable length. In this case, 
recombinants which lack the function of the replaceable fragment will 
only be viable if they have incorporated a DNA fragment. 
Several restriction enzymes which recognise a hexa-nucleotide and 
all those recognising penta- or tetra nucleotide sequences have targets 
within lambda DNA which are difficult to remove or utilise, and this 
has proved to be the main limitation to the development of new lambda 
vectors. Generally the approaches which have been described are only 
feasible for removing a few sites. It is however desirable to be able 
to clone DNA fragments generated by many different enzymes, so that 
any particular region of DNA under study may be inserted into a vector 
with the appropriate choice of enzyme, without cleaving the sequences 
of interest and without including long stretches of adjacent DNA. 
Two general solutions to these problems have been investigated. 
The first is cloning via 3' terminal extensions with homopolymeric 
stretches of dA and dT, and the second, which is the basis of this 
thesis, is the use of 'adapter' or 'linker' fragments. 
The use of homopolyrner tailing 
The first application of the property of deoxynucleotidyl terminal 
transferase of making 3' extensions to DNA molecules was described by 
Jensen et al. (1971). They reannealed mixtures of two preparations of 
17 molecules which had been separately extended with poly (dT) and 
poly (dA) stretches at the 3' ends. The reannealed molecules which 
formed ring structures were detected by velocity sedimentation through 
sucrose gradients. The joints that had been produced could not be 
sealed in vitro with polynucleotide ligase, presumably because of gaps 
or overlaps produced where extensions of different lengths had 
reannealed. 
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The use of this reaction to insert a DNA fragment into a 
restriction enzyme site was first reported by Jackson et al. (1972), 
who used DNA polymerase I to fill in gaps left after reannealng dA 
and dT honiopolymer strands, and recovered hybrid molecules of SV40 and 
xdvgal by transformation into E. coli . It has subsequently emerged 
that the reannealed 'tails' can be repaired by the host cell and 
treatment with DNA Polymerase I and DNA Ligase in vitro preceding 
transformation is unnecessary. 
The source of DNA for homopolymer tailing may be a random popula-
tion of fragments generated by shearing, or double-stranded DNA 
prepared by copying niRNA, which would not terminate in restriction 
targets. The vector and donor DNAs are extended separately with 
different, complementary polymers. These two populations of fragments 
should not self-anneal; consequently, the majority of annealed mole-
cules are hybrids. The target site for insertion may be any unique 
site in the vector, provided the recombinant can replicate and be 
selected. The position and length of the insert may be defined by 
partial denaturation mapping of the recombinant DNA as the dA:dT 
stretches will denature under conditions which preserve the rest of 
the molecule as a duplex. 
The use of homopolymer 'tailing' has attendant disadvantages, 
however. The extension reaction produces a population tail of varying 
lengths for any given incubation conditions and will add onto 3'OH 
groups present in nicks in DNA or at the cohesive termini of lambda 
DNA. The recovery of the insert for characterisation or further 
manipulation is difficult. Various approaches have been used. 
Hofstetter et al. (1976) selectively denatured the dA:dT segments in 
50 formamide at 50°C, and cleaved under these conditions with Si 
nuclease, which is specific for single-stranded DNA (Ando, 1966). As 
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Si nuclease activity is unstable at 50°C, a large, excess of the enzyme 
was used, which made the reaction difficult to control. Also, the 
probability of a contiguous 10 base pair dA:dT stretch in 1000 base 
pairs is 50%. 
Rougeon and Mach (1977) used a procedure for cloning a DNA frag-
ment by 'tailing' which was designed to preserve R.ECoR1 sites at the 
vector-tail boundaries. Before adding 3' extensions, the R.ECoR1 
cohesive ends were made flush with DNA polyrnerase, and dC tails were 
used, to add the final base pair of the sequence. The fragments to be 
inserted were tailed with dG:- 
R.ECoR1 site 	Added by 
transferase 
Vector— G AATT CCC CC ..... Insert 
- C,TTAA,GGGGG ..... 
Added by 	Filled in by cell 
DNA 	 to 5' end of dG 
Polymerase I 	tail on insert 
These workers found the successive enzyme treatments caused some 
degradation of the DNA, and that recovery of two flanking R.ECoR1 
sites by this procedure was an exceptional event. 
Goff and Berg (1978) have described another method for the 
excision of 'tailed' inserted DNA sequences which involves the forma-
tion of single strand 'snap-back' structures. The DNA is denatured 
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vector 
These structures were digested with Exo VII, which is specific 
for single stranded DNA and will not digest the loop protected by the 
dA:dT duplex, and the remaining strands reannealed. Duplex DNA 
analysed by gel electrophoresis was found to be the length of inserts 
+ 'tails'. The method is limited to recombinants which lack other 
direct or inverted repeats in the DNA which could reanneal and form 
spurious limit products, and the product must be treated with A 5 1 -
exonuclease to regenerate homopolymeric projections for further 
manipulation. 
The use of adapter fragments in in vitro recombination 
The use of adapter fragments obviates problems of recovery of 
insert DNA, and can also allow the incorporation into lambda of DNA 
fragments not produced by restriction enzymes. The use of synthetic 
linker molecules was developed in parallel with the uses of 'natural 
adapter fragments described here, and has been published by Heyneker 
et al. (1976) and Scheller et al. (1977). 
Heyneker et al. used synthetic octa-deoxynucleotide fragments 
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containing the R.ECoR 1 recognition sequence: G G A A T T C C. The 
duplex formed by reannealing these strands was flush-ended, and was 
I 
covalently linked to flush-ended donor DNA fragments. The products 
were restricted with R.ECoR 1  and inserted into the R.ECoR1 site of a 
plasmid vector. The.inserted fragment could be efficiently recovered 
from the recombinant following restriction with R.ECoR1. 
Heyneker's method requires that the donor DNA fragment should not 
contain sites for the enzyme which is used to generate cohesive ends 
from the linker. This problem may be circumvented however, if the 
donor DNA is first methylated in vitro with E.CoR1 methylase 
(Maniatis et al., 1978). It will then be resistant to R.ECoR 1 and may 
be inserted with R.ECojj linkers. 
The polynucleotide ligase activity which is responsible for the 
flush-end ligation has not been fully characterised (Sugino et al., 
1977); the reaction is less efficient than the sealing of reannealed 
cohesive ends. In order to produce a near random population of flush-
ended fragments Maniatis (1978) used partial digests with two tetra-
nucleotide specificity restriction enzymes. An alternative procedure 
would be treatment of shear fragments with DNA polymerase I or Si 
nuclease. 
In order to prevent covalent joining of vector to itself, it may 
be treated with a 5' Phosphatase which will remove the 5' terminal 
phosphate. This lowers the efficiency of ligation and strongly favours 
links involving only one 5'OH i.e. vector-donor reactions. 
The same technique may also be used to reduce the probability of 
contiguous inserts of unrelated fragments if the donor fragments are 
de-phosphorylated instead of the vector DNA. The use of phosphatase 
could confer similar advantages on cloning with linkers to those of 




As an alternative to chemical synthesis, linker molecules may be 
generated by restriction enzyme digestion of naturally occurring DNA 
molecules. Ideally, these fragments should be short relative to the 
length of the insert, and should lack homology with vector or insert 
DNA, to avoid the possibility of recombination, which might cause loss 
of DNA, and to allow screening by plaque or colony hybridisation. 
For cloning into phage lambda, such fragments could either be 
derived from the 'inessential' regions of the DNA, which are deleted 
in suitable vector phages, or from a heterologous DNA such as a small 
plasmid. 
Both sources of DNA fragments have been investigated. R.ECoR11 
has about thirty five recognition sites in lambda (Hughes, S,G., 1977), 
and produces cohesive ends which contain 4 G-C base pairs and should 
be particularly favourable in reannealing. If a single adapter frag-
ment containing an R.ECoR 1 1 cohesive end was used, the R.ECoR11 termini 
on the adapter would not be self-complementary, as two types of termini, 
5'CCAGG- and S'CCTGG- are produced from each site. Sources of R.ECoRii 
adapter fragments within the lambda genome were identified and the 
integrity of the cohesive ends produced by digestion with R.ECoR11 
was investigated. 
R.BAmH 1 is a widely used restriction enzyme for which there is at 
present no lambda vector because the target for R.BamH1 in AD has not 
been successfully eliminated. The small relaxed plasmid pMB9 
(Rodriguez et al . , 1976) contains a cluster of single sites for 
R.jJJJIII, R.BAj, R.ECoR1 and R.Salj which allows the production of 
small fragments bounded by cohesive ends for any two of the enzymes. 
R.J.JDIII - R.BAmH1 fragments were generated from pMB9 and tested for 
* 
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their ability to function as adapter fragments in lambda, and for their 
influence, if any, on lambda's functions. 
The test system developed for adapter fragments was modified to 
provide a way of screening or selecting for DNA fragments bounded by 
two different cohesive ends. Two such fragments of intrinsic interest 
have been generated and cloned in bacteriophage lambda recombinants 
using these methods. 
- R:Bamjj1 adapter fragments from pMB9 were used to 
insert an R.Bath fragment into an R.j jj III target in lambda. This 
reaction was carried out in stages to attempt to maximise efficiency 
as the recombinant required 4 ligase-joined links, and was expected to 
arise infrequently relative to other recombinants. 
A restriction enzyme analysis of the recombinants generated 
showed that all sites had been preserved and the invert repeat which 
had been formed was apparently stable. 
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Materials and Methods 
Bacterial Strains (E. coil unless otherwise stated). 
Strain Number 
	 Relevant characters 
	
Source 
1100(R245) source of !.ECORTI S.W. Glover 
H. lnfluenzae 
Rd(exo) source of R.III H.O. Smith 
NM43 SUPIO N.E. Murray 
C600 rkmk4 NEM 
B251 lacked mec of K strains S.C. Hughes 
803 Su 111 rkmk' rkmk4', good transfection host MEN 
WJB538T0nA(A) l aczAhl, 1me' W.J. Bran.ar 
Ml5Sup lacz'' WJB 
HB1O1(pMB9) source of pMB9 DNA J.D. Beggs 
GW38{pDS11O1} source of pDS1101 DMA D. Sherratt 
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Materials and Methods 
Bacteriophage Strains 
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Composition of Media 
All media were autoclaved for 15 min at 15 psi prior to use. 
L-broth. Difco tryptone (10 g), Difco yeast extract (5 g), NaCl 
(5 g); distilled water added to 1L. 
L-broth agar. L-broth plus 12 9/iL Difco Agar. 30 ml portions 
poured into petri dishes. 
BBL bottom agar. BBL trypticase (10 g), Difco agar (10 g), NaCl 
(5 g); distilled water added to 1L. 25 ml portions poured into petri 
dishes. 
BBL top layer. As for bottom agar but 6.5 gIL Difco agar. Kept 
molten at 42°C and supplemented with 10 MM MgC12 before use. 
Phage buffer. 	KH 2 P0 (3 g), Na 2HP0 	(anhydrous, 7 g), 	NaCl (5 g), 
10 ml 0.1 M MgSO4, 10 ml 0.01 M CaC12, 1 ml 	1% w/v gelatin per 1L 
solution. 
EMB plates. Difco agar (10 g), Bactotryptone (4 g), yeast extract 
(1 g), NaC1 (2.5 g), distilled water to 500 ml pH adjusted to 6.5, 
then 5 ml of EMB dye mix was added, and the mixture autoclaved. 
EMB dye mix. K 2HP0 (20 g), eosin (4 g), methylene blue (0.65 g) 
distilled water to 100 ml. 
Andrade agar. Bactopeptone (10 g), Oxoid lemco (2.4 g), NaCl (2 g), 
Oxoid agar No.1 (15 g), Andrade indicator (40 ml) pH adjusted to 7.2 
with hydrochloric acid, then distilled water added to 1L. 
Andrade indicator. Acid fuchsin (5 g), MNaOH (150 ml), distilled 
water to 1L. 
Andrade top layer. 67 ml molten Andrade agar, 33 ml distilled water, 
and MgCl 2 added to 10mM. Used as BBL top layer. 
Bacterial buffer. KH 2 PO 4 (3 g), Na 2HP0 (7 g), NaCl (4 g), MgS0 1 .7H 20 
(0.2 g), per 1L solution in distilled water. 
Spizizen salts. 	(NI11) 2S0 (10 g), Na 2HP0 (70 g), KH 2 PO 4 (30 g), 
sodium citrate (5 g), MgSO 4 .7H 20 (1 g), distilled water to lL. 
Water agar. Davis N.Z. agar (10 g), distilled water to lL. 
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(i) 	Lambdoid bacteriophage preparation 
A sample from a bacteriophage stack was diluted, mixed with 
bacteria, and plated out. A well isolated plaque was picked from the 
bacterial lawn, transferred to 1 ml phage buffer, and phage released 
from the agar disc by vortexing, after the addition of a few drops of 
CHC1 3  to kill bacteria. The 1 phage titre was determined as in 
section (ii) and an inoculurn of 1-5x10 5 pfu was added to 0.2 ml of 
fresh plating cells. After leaving at room temperature for 15 
minutes to allow 'phage adsorption, 3 ml BBL top layer was added and 
the suspension poured with, swirling onto a fresh L-agar plate. 
After incubation at 37° for 5-8 hours or until confluent lysis, 
the plate was overlaid with 3-5 ml L-broth, and allowed to stand over-
night at 4°C. The supernatant was then collected, a drop of CHC1 3 
added, and after vortexing, pelleted by centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 
15 minutes. The supernatant lysate was decanted and titred. 
This lysate was used to inoculate a 100-200 ml liquid lysate 
preparation. A 1 in 50 dilution of a fresh overnight E. coli culture, 
in L-broth was incubated at 37 with vigorous aeration until the 
E650nm reached 0.5 (approximately 410 8 cells/cm 3 ). Then the 'phage 
inoculum was added at a multiplicity of 1-5 pfu/cell, the flasks were 
supplemented with MgCl2 to 10mM, and the culture returned to 37°C. 
The course of the infection was followed by measuring the E650flm 
until, after 2-4 hours, a minimum absorbance indicated cell lysis. 
After the addition of 0.5 10 v/v chloroform, and vigorous shaking for 
10 minutes, cell dbris was removed by low speed centrifugation 
(10,000 g, 10 minutes), and the 'phage in the supernatant pelleted by 
high speed centrifugation (40,000 g, 3 hours). 
The pellet was resuspended by gentle rotary shaking with 5 ml 
'phage buffer, overnight at 4°C. Pelleting at 20,000 g for 10 minutes 
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was again used to remove residual cell debris. The supernatant was 
decanted and DNaseI, (Worthington), (10 jig/ml), and RNase A, Sigma, 
(10 jig/ml), added. 
After incubation at 20°C for at least two hours, the preparation 
was carefully applied to a CsCl pre-formed step gradient. The 
gradient was prepared by layering, in order, 0.5 ml saturated CsC1, 
0.5 ml 67% saturated CsC1, 1 ml 50% saturated CsC1, and 1 ml 33% 
saturated CsC1 , all made up in phage buffer. The tubes (14 ml poly-
allomer), were made up to capacity with phage buffer, and centrifuged 
in an MSE 6x14 ml titanium swing out rotor, for two hours at 140,000 g. 
The phage band was collected from the sidewall using a 1 ml 
syringe and a 23 g hypodermic needle. The band was made up to 5 ml in 
41.5% w/w CsC1/phage buffer, and re-banded (100,000 g, 30 hours). The 
phage, collected as before, were stored at 4°C indefinitely. 
(ii) 	Phage titrations 
0.1 ml of the test solution was added to 10 ml phage buffer and 
mixed by vortexing. Further 10 or 100 fold serial dilutions in phage 
buffer were carried out, and 0.1 ml samples of appropriate dilutions 
added to 0.2 ml samples of 'plating cells' (freshly subcultured 
E. coli cells grown to mid-log.phase and resuspended in j original 
volume of 10mM MgC12). These samples were plated on BBL plates with 
BBL top layer (10mM in MgC12), incubated overnight at 37°, and the 
number of plaques counted. Multiplication of this number by the 
dilution gave the number of plaque forming units per ml. 
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(iii) Bacteriophage preparations by the induction of x1857 SAm7 
lysogens 
The C1857 mutation renders lambda repressor inactive at 42°C, 
so phage may be induced from a lysogen by raising the incubation 
temperature from 32°C to 42°C. 
In the case of SAm7 phages, liberated phage go through several 
rounds of replication within the cell, but in a non-suppressing host, 
do not cause lysis; for which a functional S gene product is required. 
A fresh overnight culture of E. coli (xC1857 SAm7) (2 ml), was 
added to L-broth (100 ml), and incubated with vigorous shaking, at 
32°C, until the E650nm was 0.45. The culture was then induced by 
shaking in a waterbath at 42°C for 20 minutes. The cells were then 
pelleted, resuspended in half the original volume of fresh L-broth, at 
37°C and shaken vigorously fop' 2 hours. 
To harvest the phage, the cells were pelleted and resuspended in 
5 ml phage buffer, with a few drops of CHC1 3 . The tube was shaken for 
10 minutes, cell debris pelleted, and the supernatant decanted. The 
lysate was treated with RNase A (10 vg/ml) and DNaseI (10 pg/mi) 
overnight at 4°C and subsequent phage purification was as described in 
(i ) 
(iv) 	Preparation of Bacteriophage DNA 
The phage in CsC1 were dialysed for 1 hour against TE buffer, 
10mM Tris-HC1, 1mM EDTA, pH 8.0), to remove CsCl. After dilution with 
TE buffer to about 2xl0 13  pfu/ml, the phage were extracted with an 
equal volume of freshly redistilled phenol, which had been equilibra-
ted with Tris-HC1 (0.5M, pH 8.5). After repeating the extraction 
three times, the aqueous phase was dialysed against 4 changes of 
300 ml TE buffer, at 4°C. 
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The DNA concentration was determined by measuring the absorbance 
at 235, 260 and 280 nm, assuming an E260nm of 1.0 to be 50 pg/mi DNA. 
The E 260 1280  ratio was 1.7-1.9 if the protein had been efficiently 
extracted. DNA samples were stored at 4°C or on ice. 
(v) 	Preparation of uniformly labelled lambda DNA by 32 P-phosphate 
incorporation in 
Radioactiveiarnbda DNA preparations are most conveniently 
carried out using a AC1857 SAm7 lysogen, to avoid centrifugation of 
large volumes of radioactive liquid. The procedure used was as 
described in section (iii) until the stage of resuspension of the 
cells induced at 42 0 . The pellet was resuspended in 50 ml low phos- 
phate medium: 
Stock solutions. 	A Salts KC1, (1.5 g), NaCl, (5 g), NHC1 (1 g), 
Iris (12.1 g), adjusted to pH 7.5 with HC1, made up to 1L with 
distilled water. 
B 20% Difco bactopeptone NH10H was added to bring 
the pH of a 20% w/v bactopeptone solution to 9.0, and MgC12 added to 
ensure precipitation of phosphate. After low speed pelleting, the 
supernatant was collected and adjusted to pH 7.5 with HC1. 
C 0.1 M Magnesium Sulphate 
D 20% w/v Glucose 
Fresh medium was prepared by mixing 100 vols A, 1 vol B, 1 vol C, and 
2 vols D. To 50 ml was added 1 m Ci of 32P-orthophosphate, supplied 
at 80 Ci/mg phosphorus, pH 2-3 in HC1. The pH was adjusted by adding 
M Tris-HC1 pH 8.5. The culture was incubated at 37°, with shaking, 
for 2 hours, then the phage were released by CHC13 treatment. Cell 
debris was pelleted by low speed centrifugation (20,000 g, 10 
minutes), and the supernatant was decanted into a preweighed flask and 
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solid CsC1 added to give 41.5% w/w. The phagc were banded by centri-
fugation at 80,000 g for 36 hours. DNA was prepared as described 
previously. The specific radioactivity of the DNA was 1-5x10 6 cpm per 
g, (0.5-2.5 pci/Mg) and the yield about 75 pg. 
(vi) 	Preparation of relaxed piasmid DNAs 
A single colony of the strain harbouring the plasmid was picked 
into L-broth (5 ml') supplemented with ampicillin (25 pg/mi) or tetra-
cycline (50 pg/mi), and grown overnight. 
This was used to inoculate 100 nil L-broth (+ Antibiotic) and the 
culture grown at 370  with aeration until the E650nm had reached 1.0. 
150 jig/ml chiorampenicol was added and incubation continued for 15 
hours at 370 
This treatment inhibits protein synthesis, which is necessary for 
chromosomal DNA replication, but allows continued replication of the 
plasmid (Clewell, 1972). The cells were pelleted, washed in TE 
buffer, and re-pelleted. To the pellet was added 1.5 ml 25% w/w 
sucrose in 50niMTris-HC1, pH 8.0, and the cells were gently resuspended. 
Spheroplasts were prepared by incubating the cells with fresh 
lysozyme (Sigma grade I, 2.5 mg/ml) on ice, for 5 minutes. The 
spheroplasts were treated with 0.5 ml of 0.5M EDTA for 5 minutes, then 
lysed by adding 2.5 ml ice-cold Triton solution (Triton X-100 (0.1 ml), 
0.5M EDTA (12.5 ml), Mlris base (5 ml), distilled water to 100 ml). 
The lysate was cleared by pelleting at 100,000 g for 30 minutes. 
Tc x ml of decanted supernatant was added x gm CsC1 and x mg 
ethidium bromide (Sigma). The solution so formed was overlaid with 
paraffin oil, and centrifuged at 140,000 g for 48 hours at 20°C. 
Plasmid and chromosomal DNA are separated by differential binding 
affinity for ethidium bromide; the supercoiled plasmid molecules bind 
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less dye, and are denser, forming the lower of two bands in the 
gradient which are best seen by using a UV lamp (Mineralight, UV 
products, San Gabriel, USA). 
The band was collected through the side wall (using a hypodermic 
needle) and dialysed to reduce the CsCl concentration. The DNA was 
then extracted with phenol (3x1 volume portions) and subsequently 
twice with butanol to remove traces of ethidium bromide. Overnight 
dialysis against TE buffer was the final step. DNA preparations to be 
used for in vitro recombination work were re-centrifuged in an 
ethidium bromide/CsC1 gradient to ensure removal of traces of 
chromosomal DNA. 
(vii) Restriction enzyme preparations 
(1) 	R.EcoRII 
All operations were carried out at 0-4°C. The method was based 
on that of Yoshimori, R.N. (Ph.D. Thesis, University of California at 
San Francisco, U.S.A., 1971). 100 g of an E. coli 1100 (R245) cell 
paste was resuspended in an equal volume of "extract buffer", (10mM 
potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, 1mM EDTA, 7mM 2-niercaptoethanol), and 
sonicated in 4-6 one minute bursts with a Dawes soniprobe, using a " 
titanium converter, at 20 kHz. Soluble protein released was monitored 
by measuring the E2eonm of samples which had been cleared of cell 
debris by low speed sedimentation. 
When protein release reached a plateau value, the lysate was 
centrifuged at 10,000 g for 30 minutes, and the supernatant collected. 
Nucleic acids were precipitated from the solution by the addition of 
0.5 volumes of freshly prepared 10% w/v streptomycin sulphate in 
extract buffer, and pelleted by centrifugation of the sample at 
9,000 g for 30 minutes. The supernatant was decanted and brought to 
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50% w/v with (NH 4 ) 2S0 over a period of an hour, with gentle stirring. 
The precipitated protein was collected by sedimentation at 15,000 g 
for 20 minutes, and dialysed into extract buffer. 
The dialysed solution was applied at 20 ml hr -1 to a 3 cm 
diameter x 100 cm long diethylaminoethyl (DEAE)-cellulose column 
(Whatman DE52). Enzyme activity was eluted with a 0-0.2M NaCl 
gradient (500 ml each, in extract buffer), and active fractions were 
identified by the agarose gel pattern of lambda DNA digests. 20 VL 
portions of fractions were incubated with 0.5 jig lambda DNA, in 50mM 
NaCl, lOmMTris-HC1 pH 7.5, 10mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 10mM MgCl2, at 
30°C for 2 hours, in sealed capillary tubes (see figure 1(i)). 
Active fractions were pooled and dialysed against extract buffer 
containing 30% v/v glycerol, then loaded onto a 1 cm diameter x 15 cm 
phosphocellulose column at 10 ml.hr- 1  (Whatman P11). The enzyme was 
eluted from the column with a 20+20 ml 0.3-0.5M NaCl gradient in 
extract buffer + 30% v/v glycerol. Active fractions, identified as 
for the first column, were dialysed free of salt and stored at -20°C. 
The enzyme could be concentrated further by re-chromatography on a 
1 cm diam x 0.5 cm DEAE-cellulose column, but this step reduced the 
total activity recovered. 
(2) 	R.HinDIII 
All operations were carried out at 0-4°C. The method was 
derived from Kopecka (1975). 30-50 g Haemophilus influenzae Rd cells 
were resuspended in extract buffer (1mM potassium phosphate pH 6.8, 
10mM 2-mercaptoethanol) and disrupted by sonication as described for 
the E. coli cells above. 
The l,ysate was cleared by low speed centrifugation (20,000 g, 
30 minutes), and adsorbed to hydroxylapatite (HAP). HAP was prepared 
Purification of the R CO.R11 enzyme 
Plate 1 	Eluates from DEAE-cellulose 
20 IL of alternate 10 ml fra'tions from the 0-0.2M NaCl gradient 
applied to a DE52 column, were incubated with 0.5 pg lambda (K) DNA, 
and cofactors, at 37?C for 2 hours. Reactions were terminated by the 
addition of EDTA to 40mM, and resolved by electrophoresis through 1% 
w/v agarose. The activity eluted at 0.15-0.19M assuming a linear 
gradient. 	- 
Plate 2 	Phosphocellulose column eluates 
Fractions 29-51 from DE52 were pooled, dialysed, then applied to 
a phosphocellulose column. 10pL of each 10 ml fraction from the 
0.3-0.5M NaCl gradient was treated as for the DE52 column eluates. 
The activity eluted at 0.35-0.45M NaCl 
1 
0 'O2M NaCl 
Fri.1 	 57 
2 
03 - 
- 05M NaCl 
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according to Bernardi (1971), and stored in 1mM potassium phosphate 
buffer, pH 6.8. One volume of enzyme extract was mixed with three 
volumes of suspended HAP and kept on ice overnight. HAP was recovered 
by centrifugation (3,000 g, 5 minutes) and washed free of nucleic 
acids by four washes with M KC1, in 1mM potassium phosphate, pH 6.8, 
until the E260nm was less than 1.0. Enzyme activity was eluted by 
three successive washes of 50 ml 0.17M potassium phosphate, M KC1 
10mM 2-mercaptoethanol, pH 6.8. These fractions were pooled, diluted 
with an equal volume of column buffer; (1mM sodium phosphate, 10mM 
2-mercaptoethanol, pH 7.4). 
The sample was desalted by passing it through a 2 cm diameter 
30 cm high G-25 sephadex column, and fractions were assayed for 
restriction enzyme activity by agarose gel patterns of lambda DNA 
digests. 10 pL samples of the column fractions were incubated with 
0.5 pg lambda DNA in 50mM NaCl, 10mM Tris-HC1 pH 7.5, 10mM MgC12, 
10mM 2-niercaptoethanol, for two hours at 37°C in sealed glass capil-
lary tubes, and analysed as described in section (viii). 
Active fractions were pooled and applied to a 3 cm diameter x 
20 cm high phosphocellulose column at 20 ml.hr -1 which was eluted 
with a 200+200 ml 0-0.5M NaCl gradient prepared in column buffer. 
Active fractions were dialysed into column buffer containing 15% v/v 
glycerol, and loaded onto a 1 cm diameter x 15 cm high DEAE-cellulose 
column at 5 ml.hr 1 . Elution at the same speed with the loading 
buffer produced R.jjIII only in the flow through. R.jjII could 
be eluted, mixed with traces of R.jjjIII, at 0.07M NaCl in a 20+20 ml 
0-O.lM NaCl gradient. 
Active fractions were pooled and dialysed against 50% glycerol 
v/v column buffer or dry sephadex beads in order to concentrate the 
enzyme activity. R.HinIII was stored at -20°C. 
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Two main alternative steps were also used: 10% w/v streptomycin 
sulphate solution was used instead of HAP to remove nucleic acids, and 
R.jjIII and R.jjjII activities were separated completely by chroma-
tography on a 1 cm diameter 10 cm high 'spheroidal' HAP (BDH Chemicals) 
column, eluted with a 0-0.2M potassium phosphate pH 7.0 gradient 
(Phillipsen et al, 1974). 
(viii) Agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA 
The method was originally described by Hayward and Smith (1972). 
The method of detection of DNA fragments in gels with ethidium bromide 
was first described by Sharp et al (1973). 1.0, 1.5 or 2.0% Agarose 
in "E buffer" (40mM Tris, 20mM sodium acetate, 2mM EDTA, brought to 
pH 8.3 with acetic acid) was dissolved by refluxing at 100°C for a 
few minutes. Gels were cast between two glass plates separated by 
0.3 cm thick perspex strips, two side spacers and one containing a 
1.5 mm thick central 10 or 16 toothed insert which formed the sample 
wells. 
When the agarose solution had cooled to 45°C, it was poured and 
the gel was allowed to set for one hour; the toothed comb was removed 
and DNA samples in 50 iL or less were loaded with 0.2 volumes of 
"loading buffer" (10% Ficoll, (Sigma, MW400,000), 0.05% bromophenol 
blue, 0.05% xylene cyanol FF). Electrophoresis was carried out at 
about 3 volts cm -1 for 8-16 hours, depending on the DNA fragments' 
sizes. 
After electrophoresis, the gel was soaked in 1 iig.m1' ethidium 
bromide in "E buffer" for 20 minutes, destained in distilled water for 
20 minutes, and transferred to a black polythene sheet for photography. 
The gel was illuminated with two short wavelength UV lights and 
an Ilford FP4 sheet film exposed for 5-10 minutes at f5.6, with a red 
filter. The film was developed in Ilford "microphen" developer for 
12 minutes, with continuous agitation. 
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of DNA 
The method used was described by Maniatis et al (1975). 15 cm 
x 15 cm glass plates were separated by 1.5 m thick perspex spacers, 
greased with silicone lubricant (Edwards H.V.). To prevent leakage, 
the side spacers were also sealed with 1% w/v Agarose. For a 3.5% 
gel, 10 ml of 5x(0.09M tris-borate pH 8.3, 2.5mM EDTA), 2.8 ml 1.6% 
ammonium persuiphate (fresh), 58 ml distilled water, and 9.5 ml 30% 
w/v recrystallised acrylamide were mixed in a conical flask and 
degassed at lOm Hg for 10 minutes. 25 pL TEMED (N N N'N'-tetra-
methylethylene diamine) was added, and the gel poured slowly. The 
slot former was removed after polymerisation by prizing one plate 
kJ4thcr f 
upwards. DNA samples were desalted by precipitation withk2  volumes 
ethanol to samples containing 0.2M sodium acetate, after adding 
100 pg.m1' carrier RNA. DNA was resuspended for loading in 3% 
ficoll, 0.03% bromophenol blue, 0.03% xylene cyanol FF. A voltage of 
200 v. at lOmA was applied for 10-15 hours. The gel was stained and 
photographed as described for agarose gels. 
Restriction of DNA samples 
The standard digest conditions used were: 1 iig DNA, 1-5 UL 
enzyme, in 50 vL reaction volumes, containing 50mM NaCl, 10mM tris-
HC1 pH 7.5, 10mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 10mM MgCl 2 . Samples were incuba-
ted at 370  in sealed capillary tubes or Eppendorf microcentrifuge 
tubes. Reactions were stopped by heating for 10 minutes at 70°C, 
which also dissociated the lambda DNA cohesive ends (Hershey et al, 
X 3 . 	rj&rv...jcI. ij. 	AcjkcAt 1 10 o (L 1-\o 
1968) prior to analysis by gel electrophc1e;is. 
Enzymes requiring different conditiàns 
A number of restriction enzyme preparations, including R.ECoR11, 
R.BAmH1 and R.Sma1 declined in activity on incubation at 37°C and were 
normally incubated at 25-30°C. R.SmaI was incubated in 30mM tris-HC1, 
pH 8.8, 15mM KC1, 3mM M902, 7mM 2-mercaptoethanol. 
Ligation of- DNA samples 
O-5-2, Samples of restricted DNA, in the incubation buffer described 
in (x) were mixed, and diluted with 0.1M NaCl, 10mM Tris-HC1 to an 
appropriate volume, usually about 100 pL. A short incubation at room 
temperature was used to separate restricted cohesive ends. The 
mixture was adjusted to 70mM tris-HC1 pH 7.5, 10mM MgCl 2 , 1mM EDIA, 
10mM dithiothreitol, 0.1mM ATP, and finally T 4 polynucleotide ligase(hAnt) 
was added, and mixed thoroughly. Reactions were incubated at 10°C 
for 3-6 hours, and for up to 48 hours in ice. After that time, 
samples could be kept indefinitely by heating at 70°C for 5 minutes, 
and storing at -9°C. Where possible, optimum conditions were deter-
mined with a lambda DNA containing a single site for the restriction 
enzyme in use. 
Transfection of lambda DNA 
The method is similar to that described by Cohen et al (1972). 
A fresh overnight culture of a suitable E. coli strain was prepared 
by inoculating 5 nil L-broth with a colony. 1 ml of this culture was 
added to 25 ml of prewarmed L-broth, and the cells were grown with 
vigorous aeration at 37°C, until theE65o 	= 0.5. The cells were 
then pelleted, washed in 0.5 original volumes of 0.1M MgCl2, and 
resuspended in 0.1M CaCl 2 for 20 minutes on ice. The cells, now 
competent for transfection, were concentrated by pelleting at low 
speed and resuspending in 0.05 original volumes of 0.lM CaC12. To 
0.2 ml samples was added sufficient ADNA, (about 0.1-0.2 ng of inact 
ADNA), to give about 100 pfu..DNA was diluted in 0.1M NaCl, 0.01M Iris-
HC1 pH 7.5 immediately before use. The mixture was kept on ice for 
20 minutes, then heated at 42°C for 2 minutes. Samples were plated 
out as for the bacteriophage. The efficiency of recovery varied 
between E. coli strains, but most gave 5.10 5 -1.5.106  pfu per Vg 
infecting XDNA. 
A similar procedure was used in transformation with plasmid DNAs, 
except that the cell-DNA mix was diluted rather than the DNA alone. 
After the 42° treatment, samples were diluted with 0.5 ml L-broth and 
incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C to allow expression of the drug-
resistance phenotype, and transformants recovered by spreading on L-
agar plates supplemented with 50 pg.ml' ampicillin or tetracycline. 
(xiii) Preparation of i-a vitro transcribed RNA (cRNA) for 	A:DNA 
hybri di sati on 
The following method is based on that of Gall and Pardue (1971). 
25 pCi of cz- 32 P(100 Ci/mmole) or 3H(15 Ci/mrnole)-CTP was dried down 
in a sterile polythene Eppendorf tube. The contents of tube were 
adjusted to 0.5mM in ATP, GTP and UTP, 0.14mM in freshly diluted 
2-mercaptoethanol, 32mM in Tris-HC1 pH 7.9, 150mM in KC1, 4.6mM in 
MgCl2, 70 pM in EDTA, and 6.25mM in freshly prepared MnC12. 1 pg DNA 
and 2 units of RNA polymerase (Boehringer Mannheim) were also added 
in a total reaction volume of 20 PL. 
The incubation was carried out at 37°C for 45 minutes and 
terminated by the digestion of the template with 1 ug DNaseI 
(Worthington DPFP) at 37°C for 15 minutes. 50 pl of 'sephadex 
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orange-G' in 'sephadex buffer' (0.3MNaC1, 0.1% w/v SDS, 30mM sodium 
acetate, pH 4.5 adjusted with acetic acid), was added, and unreacted 
nucleotides separated by gel filtration on SP-sephadex 50 (Pharriiacia). 
Radioactive fractions which eluted in the exclusion volume were 
pooled and extracted; twice with phenol and twice with a 1:1 v/v 
mixture of chloroform and n-octanol. The RNA was precipitated from 
the aqueous phase with ethanol, at -20°C overnight. 
RNA was resuspended in 2mM EDTA, 10mM Tris-HC1 pH 7.5, 0.05% w/v 
SOS. The proportion of the total radioactivity which could be pre-
cipitated by TCA was about 90%. More than 50% of the radioactive 
label was incorporated into RNA. 
(xiv) Preparation of in vitro labelled DNA by 'nick translation' 
The method used is based on the mechanism described by Kelly 
et al (1970). 5 pCi of 32P-dTTP, supplied at a specific radioactivity 
of 250 Ci/nunole in aqueous ethanol, was evaporated to dryness in a 
vacuum desiccator. To the nucleotide, dried in a polythene Epperidorf 
tube, was added 2 1iL of 10mM solutions of dATP, dGTP and dTTP, 80 PL 
of sterile distilled water, and 10 11L of a concentrated reaction 
mixture, (0.5M tris-HC1 pH 7.8, 50mM MgCl2, 0.1M freshly diluted 
2-mercaptoethanol), and 1 pg of DNA. 
The reaction was started by the addition of 1 pg of 10 	9.ml 1 
DNaseI (freshly diluted from a 1 mg.m1' stock), and 2 units of 
E. coli DNA polymerase I (Boehringer Mannheim). The mixture was 
incubated at 15°C for 75 minutes. The reaction was extracted twice 
with phenol, diluted with 50 pL column buffer (0.lMNaCl, l0rrMTris-
HC1 pH 7.8, 2mM EDTA, 0.1%QJ/v sephadex orange-G) and loaded onto a 
1 cm diameter x 10 cm high G-50 sephadex column. 5-drop fractions 
were collected and monitored by determining cerenkov counts. Active 
') -: 
el' 
fractions in the exclusion volume were pooled and stored at -20°C. 
About 30% of the radioactive label was incorporated into DNA. 
(xv) 	Transfer of DNA to nitrocellulose filters 
Lambda DNA in - phage plaques 
The technique has been described by Benton and Davis (1977). 
Circles of nitrocellulose filter (Schleicher and Schüll BA85), 8.5 cm 
in diameter, were cut out, and placed on top of the cell lawn con-
taining plaques. The disc was marked to confer orientation, and 
removed when wetted. The DNA was denatured and fixed to the filter by 
placing the filter onto a pad of filter paper soaked in 0.5M NaOH, 
1.5M NaCl , plaque side upwards. After 5 minutes, the filter was 
neutralised by 2 washes in 15 ml 3MNaC1, MTris-HC1 pH 5, each for 2 
minutes, then rinsed in 2xSSC, (0.3M NaCl, 30mM sodium citrate), 
dried and baked at 80°C in vacuo for 2 hours. 
Hybridisation reactions were performed in well-sealed 8.7 cm 
diameter petri -dishes. 
DNA fragments in agarose gels 
The method used is essentially that described by Southern 
(1975). DNA samples were fractionated on a 1.0 or 1.5% gel as 
described in section (viii). Regions of the gel not containing DNA 
were cut off the gel borders with a flamed razor blade. The gel was 
soaked for 30 minutes in 	200 ml of 0.5M NaOH, 1.5M NaCl, then 
neutralised by soaking in 400 ml 3M NaCl, M tris-HC1, pH 7.5 for 
15 minutes. 
The gel was transferred to a 3 mm paper wick arranged as in Fig. 
(2.1). A sheet of BA85 nitrocellulose filter was cut, wetted in 
4xSSC, and placed on top of the gel, two of it s edges supported by 
) () 
e)L) 
0.3 cm thick perspex spacers. DNA fragments were transferred in 
2OxSSC drawn by capillarity through the gel into sheets of dry filter 
paper stacked on top of the cellulose nitrate filter. The fragments 
are retained on the filter. Transfer was allowed to proceed for 18-
24 hours, then the set-up was dismantled, and the filter marked to 
confer orientation, dipped through 2xSSC, blotted dry and baked at 
80°C for 2 hours in vacuo. 
Hybridisation of DNA on nitrocellulose filters 
For hybridisation to a nick-translated DNA probe, the baked 
filter was coated, to prevent non-specific binding of DNA, by immers-
ing in a solution containing 0.1% w/v of each of BSA, ficoll and 
polyvinylpyrollidone, in 3xSSC, at 65°C for 6 hours. 
The filter was wrapped round a "Teflon spray-coated polythene 
rod and inserted into a measuring cylinder of a slightly larger 
internal diameter than that of the rod, so that 5-10 ml of 'hybridi-
sation mix' (4xSSC, 0.2% SDS, freshly boiled DNA probe) covered the 
whole filter evenly. Paraffin oil was added to prevent evaporation 
from the surface. After incubating at 65°C for 24 hours, the filter 
was removed, and rinsed in 4x0.5L portions of 4xSSC, 0.2% SDS at 65°C. 
Then the filter was dried flat, and taped onto 3 m paper for auto-
radiography. 
Autoradiography of nitrocellulose filters 
The set-up was as shown in Fig. (2.2). The film (Kodak 
X-omat-H) was exposed briefly to increase its sensitivity; (Laskey and 
Mills, 1977). This was done with a single flash of 
1 
 sec. from an0-0 
Agfatronic flashgun, at a distance of 18 inches, mounted behind an 
Ilford 1GHT Deep Orange filter and one sheet of Whatmari 3 mm paper. 
ti 
Figure 2.1 (Key) 
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Tray 
Figure 2.2 (Key) 
Black polythene bag 
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Lead sheets 
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X-omat-H film ('flashed' side up) 









The phosphotungstate screen (Ilford-Fast tungstate) was also used to 
increase sensitivity. To reduce the effect of background radiation, 
the autoradiograph was constructed between two lead sheets. The 
whole parcel was sealed with BASE 'Lasso' tape and stored at -70°C. 
This temperature stabilises silver atoms in crystals and helps 
increase sensitivity, particularly to very weak bands. 
Fig. 1 Effect of growth on E. coli .B and L. coli .K on the restriction 
of ADNA by R.LCo R IJ 
1 i.'g samples of lambda DNA from phage grown on E. col i.B and 
E. coli.K DNA were each restricted for two hours with an excess of 
R.ECoRjI. The samples were then subjected to electrophoresis through a 
1% Agarose gel. 
A(NM500) gown on E. coli.B/R.EC0RII 




Section I. Purification of DNA fraçincnts from digests with R.EC1 
The objective of these experiments was to identify and prepare 
DNA fragments with one cohesive terminus produced by the action of 
R.ECoR11 and one cohesive terminus produced by the action of R.ECoR1. 
It was hoped such fragments would be suitable for use as adapter 
fragments in in vitro recombination. 
The R.ECoR11 restriction enzyme was prepared as outlined in 
Materials and Methods (vii.l ) and the presence of contaminants in the 
preparations was studied. The action of R.EC0R1I on a region of the 
lambda chromosome suitable for the production of adapter fragments was 
studied. Methods of recovery of DNA fragments from restriction enzyme 
digests of DNA were investigated. 
1.1 	Action of £.EC0RIi on DNA from phage A grown on E. coli .B and 
. coli.K 
A digest of lambda DNA prepared from phage propagated on 
E. coli.K contains fragments of a higher average molecular weight than 
that of a digest of lambda DNA prepared from phage propagated on 
E. coli.K mec or E. coli.B, both of which lack the mec encoded cyto-
sine-specific methylase (Hattman, 1972). Hughes and Hattman (1975) 
showed mec prevented recognition of some of the R.ECoR11 sites by the 
R.EC0R1i enzyme. 
Digests of A-DNA prepared from phage that had been propagated on 
E. coli .K and E. coli .B strains were produced using an excess of 
R.EC0RII enzyme to ensure the digests had gone to completion. The 
digests were examined by analytical gel electrophoresis (see Fig. 1). 
This showed that the extent of digestion was much greater with ADNA 
from E. coli.B than with XDNA from E. coli.K. 
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Work with both forms of DNA was pursued. ADNA from E. coli.B 
was expected to produce fragments in high yield, as digests were 
complete; ?LDNA from E. coli.K would give rise to fragments not pro-
duced in the digest of ADNA derived from E. coli .B. 
1.2 	Tests for exonuclease activity in preparations of R.ECoR1I 
Prolonged digestion of A-DNA with all B..ECp1j preparations 
reduced the intensity and increased the width of law molecular weight 
bands, suggesting the presence of non-specific nucleases. This was 
investigated further, as the presence of such activity would most 
probably affect the production of cohesive termini required for in 
vitro recombination. 
ADNA samples uniformly labelled with 32P were incubated with 
R.EC0R1I and the products were analysed by chromatography on poly-
ethyleneimine (PEI) strips. No increase in the release of acid-
soluble counts by R.EC0R1i could be detected by this method (Table 2), 
but 'tailing' produced by glycerol and salt in the samples masked 
traces of exonucleolytic activity. 
Similar digests were fractionated by ionophoresis on aminoethyl 
cellulose paper, (Table 3). An increase in release of mononucleotides 
with the most active fractions suggested that nuclease activity was 
present. The activity could be inhibited by zinc ions or excess RNA; 
however the zinc ions also inhibited restriction enzyme activity. 
R.EC0RiI activity was also inhibited by cupric or mercuric ions at 
0.1mM, and by p-chloromercuribenzoate at 0.2mM, so sulphydryl-group 
specific reagents could not be routinely used to inhibit exonuclease 
activity. 
Table 2. Determination of acid-soluble products of • .ECoRjj digests 
using PEI chromatography 
Samples of 32PxC1857 SAm7 DNA (20,000 cpm) were incubated with 
(c\) reaction cocktail only, (b) 20 pL R.EC0R11 (peak phosphocellulose 
fraction), (C) 20 .jL R.EC_çJ1 (peak DEAE cellulose fraction, from a 
final concentrating column). The samples were incubated for 4 hours; 
after two hours no alteration in the banding pattern was observed at 
these titres of R.EGoR11. The reactions were terminated by adjusting 
the EDTA concentration to 40mM, instead of heating, as radioactively 
labelled x857SAm7 DNA is extensively nicked. 
The samples were fractionated by ascending chromatography on 
15 cm x 2 cm strips of PEI (Polygram CEL 300, Macherey Nagel). Strips 
were prepared by washing by ascending chromatography in methanol , then 
distilled water, and air-dried. Samples were applied 1 cm above the 
base in 1 cm wide horizontal bands, with a fine capillary, and air-
dried with a hair-dryer. Residual glycerol was washed off with 
methanol. 
After elution with 2MHC1, air-dried strips were cut into 2 cm x 
1 cm sections and counted by liquid scintillation spectrometry in 
Butyl PBD/Tol uene. 
In this system, acid soluble mononucleotides run with the solvent, 
and DNA remains at the origin. 
Table 2. (Figures given are the % in each section of the total 











Origin 	(1) 53.4 45.6 44.6 	) 
DNA 
 34.2 48.3 47.3 	) 
 3.4 0.98 0.71 
 1.56 0.70 0.57 
 1.83 1.77 1.65) Acid-soluble 
) 
counts 
 4.8 1.57 2.82 
) 
Solvent Front(7) 1.24 1.01 2.3 
Table 3. Determination of mononucleotides in DNA d 	t.made with 
R.EC0R1I by ionophoresis on AE-cellulose paper at pH 3.5 
Samples of 32P-x1857 SAm7 DNA (25,000 cprn) were incubated with 
R.EC0RII in the presence and absence of tRNA and ZnC12 for 2 hours. 
Reactions were stopped by adding excess EDTA, and 10 pL of a solution 
of unlabelled deoxy nucleotide monophosphates (10 mg.m1' for each) was 
added. The samples were loaded onto aminoethyl cellulose paper 
(Whatman AE81), in stages, with evaporation assisted by a hairdryer. 
Flanking markers of 0.05% xylene cyanol FF were added, and the paper 
was subjected to electrophOresis at 2000 volts in 10% v/v Acetic Acid, 
1% Pyridine (pH 3.5), until the dye had migrated 23 cm from the 
origin. Papers were air-dried at 60°C and the positions of the mono-
nucleotides located in a UV-light box and marked with pencil. The 
spots were cut out and counted in a liquid scintillation spectrometer, 
in vials containing 5 ml of 4 g L' Butyl PBD/toluene. 
Table 3 
Enzyme 5 p1 DEAE 5 PL phospho- No R.HinDIII used-w -.,- - 
fraction cellulose 
- cellulose b  r in vitro 
column column recoiiiination 
peak peak 
Treatment 
- +10 pg - +10 jig +0.5mM - - 
yeast yeast ZnClj 
+RNA tRNA 
%cpm = EdNMP counts 2.15 0.53 0.13 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.10 
counts added, 
present as mono- 
nucleotides 
(0.10% of total counts present as mononucleotides would suggest for a ADNA/R.ECoR11 digest, degradation 
equivalent to the removal of 1 or 2 mononucleotides per DNA fragment).  
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1.3 	The action of E.LCo R1j on lambda DNA from a dispensible part 
of the genonie 
In order to avoid the possibility of recombination between 
tandemly repeated segments in recombinants constructed using adapter 
fragments derived from ADNA, the fragments to be studied were 
generated from an inessential region of the A genome, between sR.ECoR1 
1 and 2 (44.5-54.3% of A-length), which is deleted in suitable lambda 
vectors. 
The source of the fragments examined was phage VI of Murray and 
Murray (1974), which contains only sR.EC0R1 1 and 2 so that on 
restriction with R.ECoR1, three fragments were produced, A, 445%, E, 
9.8%, and a hybrid fragment DBCF from the right arm, 45.7% of A-length. 
The fragment notation used here is that of Danna et al (1973). 
Restriction of an R.ECoRI digest of phage VI (NM398) DNA with 
R.ECOR11 showed some reduction in intensity of fragment E, indicating 
that fragment E contained sites for R.ECoR11 (see Figure 4). In 
order to study the fragments produced by R.ECoR11 restriction of 
fragment E, the fragment was prepared by preparative agarose gel 
electrophoresis and by velocity sedimentation in sucrose gradients. 
1.4 	Preparation of lambda DNA fragment E by agarose gel electro- 
ph oresis 
Two methods of recovery of DNA from the gel were tested, firstly 
the gel-spin method, and later, solubation of the gel in KI, 
followed by adsorption of DNA to Hydroxylapatite. 
(i) 	DNA recovery by the gel-spin method 
The agarose band containing DNA was cut out of the gel using a 
flamed razor, comminuted by forcing it through a 1 ml syringe, and 
Figure 4 
(i) 	Action of R.ECoR11 on Fragment E(.K) 




(ii) 	Action of R.ECoR11 on Fragment E(.B) 
 XVI(.B) (1 	pg)/R.ECoR/R.ECoRj1 	(5 	L) 
 AVI(.B) (1 	pg)/R.EC0R1/R.ECoR11 	(20 pL) 
 Fg.E(.B) (0.5 pg)/(R.ECoR11 	(10 pL) 
 AVI(.B) (1 	pg)/R.ECoR11 	(5 PL) 
 XVI(.B) (1 	pg)/R.ECoR 1 1 	(20 pL) 







Figure 5. Action of K.jjjjIII on fragment E (ivtw 	 x&ck,r) 
A/R.ECoR1 
x/R.ECoRj/R.j I II 
Fragment E(:K)/(R.jII 




made up to 3 ml in 1mM Tris-HC1 pH 8.0, 0.lrm'1 EDTA. 
The agarose was pelleted at 100,000 g for one hour, and the 
supernatant was collected. To remove èthidium bromide, the sample 
was dialysed extensively against Dowex D-50 X-8 (5 g, precycled), in 
0.3M NaCl, followed by dialysis against 1mM tris, 0.1mM EDTA, pH 8.0. 
The sample was finally concentrated about ten-fold by vacuum dessica-
tion in a glass tube coated with Repelcote. The recovery of DNA was 
about 50% efficient. 
The action of R.EC0R1I on fragment E which had been prepared in 
this way from XB DNA or AK DNA is shown in Figure 4. Fragment E was 
not restricted, although the same band in R.ECj + R.ECoR11 digests 
of ADNA was lowered in intensity (see Figure 4(ii)). This result 
indicated either that there were no sites for R.ECoj1 in the E frag-
ment, or that a component in the DNA preparation inhibited restriction. 
Other workers have seen an inhibition of restriction by similar DNA 
preparations (Bun et al, (1975)). However, R.jjjIII restricted the 
same preparations efficiently (see Figure 5). 
(ii) 	DNA recovery with potassium iodide 
According to Blin et al (1975), DNA fragments recovered using 
KI were efficiently digested by all restriction enzymes tried there-
fore this method was adopted, with some modifications. 
A small hydroxylapatite column was used, as described in Figure 6, 
for DNA recovery from K! solutions. A column was preferred to equili-
brium centrifugation in K! gradients, as DNA prepared by the latter 
method was more difficult to locate when present in small quantities, 
and was occasionally contaminated with traces of,agarose. More than 
90% of radioactive DNA in trial samples loaded on hydroxylapatite was 
recovered. The elution volume was approximately one column volume. 
Figure 6. DNA fragment recovery from agarose with potassium iodide 
The gel band was dissolved in the minimum quantity of saturated 
potassium iodide solution, about 5 cm 3 per gram of gel. The solution 
was passed through a 0.1 gm HAP (Bio-rad, DNA-grade) column in a 
2 cm 3 pasteur pipette. The column was washed with 10 column volumes 
of saturated KI, followed by 10 column volumes of 10mM potassium 
phosphate, pH 6.8, in 20% w/v sucrose, then eluted with 0.5M potassium 
phosphate, pH 6.8,. and 5 drop fractions collected. The first drop of 
high phosphate buffer collected could be seen, as it had a different 
refractive index. For recovery of fragments, remaining traces of HAP 
were pelleted by low speed centrifugation, then DNA fractions were 
pooled, dialysed against 1mM Tris-HC1, pH 8.0, 0.1mMEDTA, and 
concentrated by vacuum desiccation. 
1.5 ml saturated KI load + (3x10 4 cpm 32 PXDNA + 1.5x10 3 
cpm 3 H-SV40 DNA) 
1 .5 ml saturated KI wash 
1.5 ml 10mM potassium phosphate wash 
(4)-(9) Successive 5 drop (- 0.1 cm 3 ) fractions of 0.5M 
potassium phosphate. 










Fractions off HAP (See Legend). 
Figure 7. Purification of fragment E on sucrose gradients 
50 pg of ADNA restricted with R.ECoR1 was extracted with phenol 
and loaded in 0.5 cm 3 volume onto a 12 cm 3 6-20% sucrose gradient 
prepared in 10mM Tris-HC1, 1mM EDTA, in a 14 cm 3 polycarbonate tube. 
The gradient was centrifuged at 190,000 g for 9 hours, and collected 
by upwards displacement with 60% sucrose. The E260flm was recorded on 
an "ISC0 UV flow monitor. Fractions of approximately 1 cm 3 were 
collected, and 20 pL of each fraction was analysed on a 1% agarose 
gel. 
Pure fractions were pooled, dialysed against 1mM Tris-.HC1 , 0.1mM 
EDTA, and concentrated by vacuum desiccation. 
fg.E 
Fn. 
10 	 1 
bot. 	 top 
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As SV40 and lambda DNAs eluted identically, the column did not trap 
larger DNA fragments (Figure 6). 
Fragments B, C+D, E and F of an R.ECoR1 digest of lambda DNA, 
fractionated on gels and recovered by this method, were all restricted 
by R.ECoRjJ, confirming that the fragment E prepared by the gel-spin 
method contained an inhibitor of R.ECoR11 restriction. 
1.5 	The preparation of A-DNA fragment E by velocity sedimentation 
in sucrose gradients 
Larger quantities of fragment E were prepared most successfully 
by velocity sedimentation in 6-20% w/v sucrose gradients (see Figure 
7). The fragment prepared in this way was readily restricted by 
R.EC0RII, as shown in Figure 8. A sample of the fragment prepared in 
this way and restricted with R.EC0RII was reserved for terminal 
labelling with polynucleotide kinase and y- 32 -P.ATP. This gave much 
less incorporation into the termini of the DNA fragments than would 
have been expected for an R.ECoR11 preparation free of exonuclease. 
Unfortunately, RNA cannot be used as a carrier for terminal labelling 
procedures, as it is a substrate for the polynucleotide kinase 
reaction. 
In view of the low level of exonuclease activity suggested by the 
release of 32 P-labelled terminal mononucleotides, the cohesion of the 
termini produced by R.ECoRJI restriction of ADNA was examined by 
electron microscopy. 
One microgram of ADNA was restricted with R.ECORTI, diluted to 
5 pg.m1 1 , and adjusted to 	ligase buffer conditions (see Materials 
and Methods (xi)). One half was stored on ice, and T4 polynucleotide 
ligase was added to the other half which was incubated at 10°C for 







Fg.E(.8)/prolonged digestion with R.ECoR11 
Fg.E(.K)/R.ECoRj 	- 
-fg.E 
123 	4 	5 
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Both samples 	spread for electron ricroscopy, using 
conditions which dissociated lambda DNA cohesive ends. The sample 
Incubated with liciase contained 23110 circular molecules, of 130 mole-
cules counted at random. No circular molecules were observed in the 
control samnie. All circles seen were much shorter than the length 
of intact lambda DNA. This result suggested that the R.ECORII 
preparation produced a large proportion of undamaged cohesive ends, 
particularly as the redundancy in the recognition sequence predicts 
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Section 2. Purification of DNA fragments terminated by R.jII and 
R.BAmHi cohesive ends. 
Bacteriophage lambda DNA has five targets for R.BAmH1 (see 
Figure 1). Sites 2-5 can all be removed by genetic manipulation, but 
it has not so far been possible to remove sABAmH1 1, which lies in a 
gene Dwhich encodes a head protein. Consequently, no convenient 
lambda vectors for amplifying R.BAmH1 DNA fragments have been con-
structed. Adapter fragments, each fragment bearing one R.jjjIII and 
one R.BAmH1 cohesive end, were tested in order to obviate the need for 
a specific vector for DNA fragments made with R.BAmHI. 
Digestion of lambda DNA with R.jjIII and R.BAmHI together 
produces two small fragments, both terminated by one R.HinDIII and one 
R.BAmHI cohesive end. (Such fragments will be referred to as 
'R.jjjpIII- R.BAmHi fragments' in this section). These fragments are 
derived from the dispensible part of the lambda genome (shown in 
Fig. 1). The fragments were purified by preparative agarose gel 
electrophoresis, and added to a mixture of ADNA fragments AXS4O  from 
sxR.jjpIU3 leftwards, and RA 54O from sAR.BAmH13 rightwards, shown in 
Fig. I, in order to recover recombinant ADNA molecules by linking 
AAS4O to  RA
540 . Screening of possible recombinants suggested that the 
R.j!J)III - R.BAmHI fragments were probably not inserted. 
Another source of R.j2II - R.BAmH1 fragments lacking homology 
with lambda vector DNA which was examined was pMB9, a small colicin-
imune plasmid. DNA fragments obtained by restricting pMB9 with 
R.JDIII and R.BAmH 1 were used to link ADNA fragments AXplacS from 
sAR.!jIII2 leftwards to RA 54O 
	from sxR.BAmH13 rightwards (see 
Figure 6). The recombinants obtained were identified by a genetic 
screening procedure, and their identity was confirmed by analysis ot 
DNA prepared from the phages, using restriction enzymes. The 
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phenotypic effects of the insertion of these pMB9 DNA fragments into 
lambda were also noted. 
	
2.1 	Purification of .R.Hi npJI I - R.LAMHj fragments from lambda DNA 
The two fragments purified, denoted U and V in Figure 1, were 
produced from different parts of the lambda genome. The larger frag-
ment, U, is overlapped by the lambda attachment site att, so loss of 
this fragment would produce a recombinant phage which could not inte-
grate. Replacement of this fragment by V would be expected to have 
the same effect, as integration via the V region is not observed. 
Therefore, all recombinants produced by insertion of V should be 
integration-deficient, which can be readily detected by a plating 
test. Recombinants which have U replaced will be integration-
proficient, and indistinguishable from the parental phage, on the 
plating test. 
The DNA fragments U and V were purified as described in the 
legend to Figure 2, and stored on ice until required. 
2.2 	Purification of lambda DNA fragments A and RA540 
Two methods were examined for the preparation of these frag-
ments. The two fragments were substantially resolved in lambda DNA 
digests fractionated by electrophoresis on 0.7% w/v agarose gels 
(Figure 3). However, the separation from adjacent high molecular 
weight fragments, mainly the other 'arm' of the lambda genome, and 
residual undigested DNA, was not complete. Also, loading more than 
1 g/0.6 cm2 decreased the resolution afforded. Finally, intact xDNA 
was recovered from 0.7% agarose gels and its ability to transfect 
E. ccli compared to untreated DNA. The relative effici,ency of trans-
fection was 3-6% of the untreated control, so another procedure was 
adopted. The other method which has been used to separate large DNA 
Figure 2. Purification of R.fftnj-djI - ji.BAmH1 fragments from lambda 
DNA 
200 vg of AC1857.SAm7(.K) DNA was restricted with R.jIII and 
R.BAmH 1 and fractionated on a 1% preparative agarose gel by electro-
phoresis. Fragments U and V were excised and recovered as described 
in Section I, Fig. 6, except that the first dialysis step was against 
Dowex D50 X-8 resin to remove traces of ethidium bromide. One tenth 
of each sample was checked by 1% analytical gel electrophoresis:- 
xCj857.SAm7/R.jIII 
Fragment U 
xC 1 857 .SAm7/R.HinDIII/R.BAJ 
Fragment V 
x857 .SAm7/R.Hi n 1 III 
A black backing sheet and a long exposure have been used to increase 






Figure 3. Purification of the lambda DNA fragment R 
20 ig of ANM540 DNA was restricted with R.BImjjj and fractionated 
on a 0.7% preparative agarose gel. Fragment RXS4O  was excised and 
recovered as described in Section I, Fig. 6 except that ethidium 
bromide was removed by dialysis against Dowex D50 X-8 resin. A small 
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molecules on the basis of differing base composition is equilibrium 
centrifugation in caesium 5u1pate /rnercuric ion gradients (Nandi et 
al, 1965). These gradients had a much higher capacity for DNA than the 
0.7% Agarose gels, and did not reduce the transfection efficiency of 
intact lambda DNA. 
The method used was described by Skalka (1971) and relies on a 
shift to higher density produced on binding mercuric ions to DNA 
fragments. As AT-base pairs have a higher affinity for mercuric ions 
than GC base pairs, AT-rich regions are made denser relative to GC-
rich regions. Figure 1 shows the distribution of GC-base pairs along 
lambda DNA. 
The procedure used is described in the legend to Figure 4. 
Despite varying the value of rb  between 0.22 and 0.25, no fractiona-
tion of fragment RXS 4O from A was detected. The reason for this is 
unclear, since good resolution of the corresponding ADNA fragments 
produced by R.jIII was achieved. The A fragment preparation from 
the first gradient at rb=O.25  was rebanded at rb=0.22,  to increase the 
purification, and used, with R' 540 DNA fragment recovered from gels, 
for the in vitro recombination tests. 
2.3 	Use of DNA fragments U and V to recover recombinant lambda DNA 
molecules 
The purified fragment preparations were mixed and incubated 
with Tk polynucleotide ligase as described in the legend to Table 5. 
The numbers of plaques resulting from transfecting DNA samples with 
and without ligase suggested that recovery of recombinants via 
adapters had taken place; however these phages were int+  whereas the 
insertion of fragment V should have produced int phagès. 
Further experiments with preparations of A and 0540  gave 
Figure 4. Purification of lambda DNA fragment A by centrifugation in 
214 /Hg 2 gradients 
xNM540 DNA (100 pg) was restricted with R.HinIII, extracted 
with phenol, and dialysed against 0.3MNa2SO 4 , 5mM sodium borate, 
pH 9.0, then extensively dialysed against 5mM sodium borate, pH 9.0. 
The cohesive ends of ADNA were dissociated by heating the sample 
to 65°C for 10 minutes. The DNA concentration was then determined by 
UV absorption measurements, and 1mM mercuric chloride added to 
{Hg2+} 	
), assuming 2 E26onm give an rb  of 0.22-0.30 (rb 	{mononucleotide} 
units of DNA contained 300 nmol mononucl eoti de. The solution was 
diluted to 2.5 g with 5mM sodium borate, pH 9.0, and made up to 42% 
w/w with Caesium Sulphate (BDH Analar). The sample was transferred to 
a 10 ml polyallomer centrifuge tube, overlaid and balanced with 
paraffin oil, and centrifuged for 60 h at 80,000 g, 20°C. 4-drop 
fractions were collected, diluted to 0.3 ml with M NaCl, and E26onm 
of the samples was recorded. 10 UL portions of alternate fractions 
were analysed by electrophoresis on 1% agarose gels. 
'1' 
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Table 5. Recovery of recombinant ADNA molecules with U and V 
adapter fragments 
All DNA samples were diluted to 10 Vg/ml, except those of U and 
V which were estimated to be 1 .ig/ml. Samples of each were added as 
shown below, the reactions were made up to 50 iL with 0.1MNaC1, 10mM 
tris-HC1 pH 7.5, incubated with polynucleotide ligase, and transfected 
onto 
:W
803 Su.L! as described in Materials and Methods (xii). Trans-
fection and ligation controls were also carried out with xNM461. 
Sample A(iiL) R 540  (ML) U(i.iL) V(L) Ligase pfu 
Integration
proficiency 
1 10 - - - - 0 
2 10 15 - - + 14 13+1- 
3 - 15 - - - 1 
4 10 15 10 - - 4 
5 10 15 10 - + 24 23+1 - 
6 10 15 - 10 - 3 
7 NM 10 15 - 10 + 17 17 	0 
8 x461/R.EC0RI 0 - 
9 x461/R.ECoR1/Lig. 49 - 
Integration tests were carried out by toothpick transfer of plaques to 
duplicate EMB plates (see Materials and Methods (media)) seeded with 
108 pfu of xb2 1mm21 f to challenge, and using Ab2 	21 (att), as 
a negative control. Lysogenic colonies were flesh pink and rounded, 
sensitive colonies were maroon and stunted. 
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essentially similar results. In one example, instead of adding frag-
ment U or V as a source of adapter fragments, a double digest of 
E. coli DNA with R.jjIII and R.BAmH1 was added. 3 out of 79 
plaques picked were int; however, this frequency was considered 
inadequate for using the purified DNA fragments A and RX54O  as a test 
for adapter fragments. The preponderance of int+  plaques recovered by 
transfection was probably due to contaminating intact xNM540 DNA 
molecules, and the increase in recovery observed after incubation 
with ligase may have been the result of repair of nicks in the DNA, 
although this has not been confirmed. 
2.4 	Genetic screening for the insertion of adapter fragments 
An alternative approach to the purification of lambda half-
molecules was devised, based on the general principle of selecting or 
screening for a genetic marker on each of two lambda 'arms' present 




Parental phages, separately 
restricted with R enz and R'enz: 
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After adapter fragments have been added, the mixed DNA fragments 
are reannealed, incubated with ligase, and transfected. XY recom-
binants are examined; if they have arisen by in vitro recombination, 
they should contain an adapter fragment. A small background of XY 
recombinants is also expected due to illegitimate recombination, not 
involving an insert. 
The genotypes of the two phages used are shown in Figure 6. 
A2lac5 has a chromosomal DNA substitution from 39-48% of lambda 
length, which carries the lacz structural gene and it s promoter, and 
it carries the temperature sensitive Aim CT857 mutation. 
The presence of a functioning lacz gene in a turbid phage may be 
identified by complementation of an E. coli lacz strain to give 
colonies which ferment lactose and produce a red coloration on Lac 
MacConkey agar (Difco manual, 1971). In ANM540, the immunity region 
of phage 21 substitutes for that of lambda, in the right half of the 
molecule. This property confers on the phage the ability to grow on 
an immA  lysogen, which does not allow the growth of immA  phages. 
The source of adapter fragments used was the small relaxed plas-
mid, pMB9 (Rodriguez et al, 1976). This contains one site for each of 
the enzymes R.Hin D III, R.BAmH1, R.ECoR1, and R.Sal T , as shown in 
Figure 6, and is a potential source of a variety of different adapter 
fragments. Restriction of pMB9 DNA with R.HinDIII and R.BAmH1 
together, produced one fragment of 3.3 MD, and one of 0.18 MD. These 
fragments were used to join fragment AXplac5  to RA540.  The insertion 
of either pMB9 DNA fragment would generate a recombinant ADNA molecule 
long enough to be packaged (AXP1ac5  (16.1 MD) + R' 
540 
 (9.7 MD) + 
0.18 MD = 26 MD; minimum packageable length = 24.6 MD). 
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2.5 	Screening for the insertion of adapter fragments from pMB9 DNA 
2 pg of Aplac5 DNA and 2 pg of ANM540 DNA were separately 
restricted with R.jW and R.BAmH T respectively. 2 pg of pMB9 DNA 
was restricted with R.HinDIII and R.BAmH1 together. The restricted 
DNA5 were checked for completeness of digestion by transfection in 
the case of Aplac5 and ANM540; the pMB9 sample was checked by gel 
electrophoresis. The samples were mixed, incubated with polynucleo-
tide ligase, and transfected, as described in Materials and Methods 
(xi, xii). The recipient strain was E.coli 803 Su.LLLhsd rkmk. 
As the proportion of recombinants was unknown at this stage, 
the transfection plates were harvested by recovery as for plate 
lysates, into individual bottles. Phages from these bottles were 
plated at various dilutions onto Lac MacConkey agar plates coated 
with a cell lawn of WJB538 TonA, a lacz 	strain, lysogenic, and 
therefore immune, for imm'. 
The proportion of lactose-fermenting plaques was between 50 and 
80% for all the pots examined. In order to purify lacz
+ 21 
1mm recom-
binants, phages were plated from the bottles onto M15 Sup 0 , a lacz 7 , 
non-lysogenic strain, and red plaques picked onto 803 s.LLL hsd rmk 
for propagation and WJB538 TonA(x) to check phage immunity. 
DNA was obtained from 8 plaques that had been obtained from 2 
bottles, and was restricted with R.jII and R.BAmH1./0f eight 
recombinants, one gave two phage bands in equilibrium centrifugation 
in CsC1, and these were treated as separate phages. Of the 9 DNA 
samples prepared, 2 had the larger pMB9 DNA fragment, 4 had the 
smaller pMB9 DNA fragment, and 3 had no bands comigrating with either 
adapter fragment. These latter 3 were assumed to have, arisen by 
illegitimate recombination. 
Figure 7. Analytical digests of DNA from xpiac/jm 21 recombinants 







APi 0/R.Hi nIII/R. BAmH1 
pMB9/R.EC0Rj 
(ii) 18 hour run, at 200 volts, 1% gel 
AP2/R.!jjjIII/R.BAmHI 
pMB9/R.j j III/R. BAmHi 









In order to establish the presence of DNA sequences from pMB9 in 
the recombinants, DNA from each phage was transferred to nitrocellu-
lose filters for hybridisation to a specific probe prepared by in 
vitro transcription of pMB9 DNA, as described in Materials and 
Methods (xvi). 
DNA from a representative of each class of recombinant was also 
restricted with R.jJJIII and R.BAmHI together, and fractionated by 
electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel. The gel was photographed, then 
DNA from it was transferred to a sheet of nitrocellulose, by the 
Southern blotting technique (Southern, 1975) (Materials and Methods, 
xv). 
The filter was hybridised with 3 H cRNA transcribed in vitro from 
a pMB9 DNA template, in a solution containing 4xSSC, 0.2% w/v SDS, 
10 ug.m1' E. coli ribosomal RNA, and 2.10 cpm 3 H cRNA. After 
hybridisation, the filter was washed and air-dried, then converted 
into a fluorograph by brief immersion in a solution of 20% w/v PPO 
(2,5 diphenyloxazole) in toluene. The filter was dried in air and 
submitted to autoradiography as described in Materials and Methods 
(xvii). Figure 8 shows the autoradiograph and photograph of the gel. 
The smaller (0.18 MD) pMB9 DNA fragment was not detected on the nitro-
cellulose filter using this procedure, which agrees with the reports 
of Southern (1975 and pers. comm.) that DNA fragments of less than 
500 B.P. are inefficiently hybridized by this technique. The larger 
(3.3 MD) pMB9 DNA fragment is present in xp5(ii) and AplO DNAs. A 
faint band visible at the same position in xp5(i) is probably due to 
cross-contamination with Ap5(ii). Two high molecular weight bands are 
faintly visible in Ap4, although neither pMB9 DNA fragment could be 
seen in analytical digests of xp4 DNA. As there was no hybridization 
to either wild-type lambda DNA or E. coli DNA, it was felt that the 
Figure 8. Confirmation of the irrtion of adapter fragments by 
Southern Hybridization 
Photograph of ethidium bromide - stained gel 
Autoradiograph of nitrocellulose filter 
AP5(i)/R.jIJI/R.BArnHj 
XP5(ii)/R.II/R.BAmH 1 
pMB9/R.jjjIJI/R.BAmHj (Extra bands are due to a secondary 
R.BAmH activity) 
APlO/R.jIU/R.BAmHi 
Xj857.SAm7 (1 ig) + E. coil DNA (1 ig)/R.ECoR 
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Table 9. Confirmation of the insertion of adapter fragments by 
hybridization to intact DNAs on nitrocellulose filter discs 
1 Vg of DNA from each recombinant was pipetted into a microtitre 
well, and denatured with 0.5MNaOH, followed by neutralisation with 
excess 3M sodium acetate, pH 5. Neutralized samples were loaded onto 
5 mm diameter millipore discs, which had been moistened with 2xSSC 
and placed on 3 mm filter paper. The loaded filters were dried, 
baked in vacuo at 80°C, and hybridized to 105 cpm. 3 H cRNA prepared 
from pMB9, in 0.3 ml of solution containing 4xSSC, 0.2% w/v SDS, 
100 pg.m1 1 E.coli ribosomal RNA. The hybridization was carried out 
at 60°C in a small sample tube overlaid with liquid paraffin. After 
incubation for 18 h the filters were washed in 4 changes of 500 ml 
4xSSC, 0.2% w/v SDS, at 65°C, air-dried and counted in vials contain-






Presence of fragment by gel 
electrophoresis 
pMB9 3.3 MD pMB9 0.18 MD 
fragment fragment 
P2 50 - - 
P3 1544 + - 
P4 86 - - 
P5(i) 1690 + + 
P5(u) 1636 + + 
P6 122 - - 
P7 140 - + 
P9 20 - + 
PlO 1097 + - 
xNM540 5 - - 
AplacS 0 - - 
tie) 
faint bands in xp4 represent sequences homologous with pMB9, but no 
further characterisation of these sequences was carried out. 
Samples of DNA from each recombinant were also analysed by 
hybridisation after immobilisation on nitrocellulose filter discs, as 
described in Table 9. This experiment confirmed the presence of the 
large (3.3 MD) DNA fragment in the recombinants, but was insufficiently 
sensitive to confirm the presence of the 0.18 MD fragment seen by 
agarose gel electrophoresis. 
Phenotypic effects of adapter fragments in the recombinant phages 
Phages which contained either of the pMB9 DNA fragments were 
propagated without difficulty, giving titres of 2-5.10 10 pfu.m1' in 
liquid culture. Phages that contained the 3.3 MD fragment produced 
plaques which were less turbid than those of the iniii21 parent. A 
similar effect has been noted for other lambda recombinants contain-
ing DNA fragments from relaxed plasmids (Murray, N.E., pers. comm). 
r 
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Section 3. Insertion of a DNA fragment into lambda using adapter fragments 
3.1 Introduction 
The insertion of a DNA fragment into lambda via adapter fragments 
Involves a five-component in vitro recombination event. Consequently, 
it was felt that the fragment to be inserted should be highly enriched 
in the donor DNA to counteract the low predicted probability of con- 
structing the desired recombinant. The donor DNA chosen was that of 
a simple relaxed plasmid, pDSl101 (Warren, 1977), which encodes a TEN-
type 8-Lactamase, (Heffron et al, 1975), conferring resistance to 
ampiclllin. 
R.BMHI digestion of pDS1101 produces a single cut to give the 
full length linear plasmid. pDS1101 was constructed by In vivo 
transposition of the ampicillin resistance element TnA from RP4 to 
Co1E1, and the site of insertion of the transposon was determined 
with respect to the single R.EC0Ri site in C01E1 by examination in the 
electron microscope of heteroduplexes formed between ColEl and pDS1I01 
DNA samples that had been restricted with R.E6oR1, (Warren, 1977). 
Given this information, It was possible to determine the position of 
the R.BAmHj target within pDSl101, assuming conservation of the size 
of the mA element during transposition, as the R.BMH1 target was 
Introduced with TnA. As the contour length of TnA in pDSl101 by 
electron microscopy Is the same as in other locations (Sherrat per. 
come.), DNA conservation is assumed 	. pDS1101 was restricted 
with R.ECoRi and R.BMHi, and the products fractionated by electro-
phoresis on a 1% w/v agarose gel. DNA fragment sizes were determined 
by the procedure outlined in Appendix I, and compared with the posi-
tion of insertion of the mA element determined by Warren (1977). 
The results are compatible with the orientation shown in Figure 1(11). 
The plasmid contains a single site for the enzymes R.ECoR1, and 
Figure 1(1). Determination of pDS1101 fragment sizes 
pDS1 1O1/R.ECoR1/R.BAmH1 
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R.E3AmHI, but no tarçe 	 n r,111. 
The objective of the experiment was to insert the linear pDS1101 
DNA formed by the action of R.IATPI, into a lambda DNA species which 
was a vector for R.HuiDlII DNA fragments, using the pMB9 DNA adapter 
fragments that have been ckscribed in Section 2. 
3.2 	Experimantal protocol 
pMB9 DNA (3 ug, 3.55 MD) and pDS1101 (3 vg, 7.9 MD) were 
separately restricted with R.BAmH1, and samples were withdrawn to 
check the digestions were complete, by electrophoretic fractionation 
of the products on a 1% agarose gel. The restricted DNAs were mixed, 
incubated (37°C for 5 minutes) to melt cohesive ends, then reannealed 
at 10°C for 45 minutes. The mixed digest was incubated with T1 poly-
nucleotide ligase as described in Materials and Methods (xi), then 
heated (70°C, 10 minutes) to inactivate the enzyme. 
A sample of ANM705 DNA, (5 i.lg), digested with R.HinDIII was 
checked for completeness of digestion by transfection and by electro-
phoresis on 1% agarose gel. The products from the R.BAmHI restric-
tion and ligation reactions with the two plasmids were then 
restricted with R.HinDIII, heated at 70°C for 10 minutes, and annealed 
at 10°C with the R.JjJJIU digest of the xNM705 vector DNA. The 
sample was incubated with T4 polynucleotide ligase, and portions were 
transfected on E.coli C-600 after varying periods of incubation. 
150 plaques were picked from the transfection plates into separate 
sterile tubes containing 1 ml phage buffer, and the tubes were 
vortexed to liberate phage from the agar. 10 pL samples from each 
tube were applied to a lawn of C600 cells on Andrade agar plates, in 
order to identify phages producing -Lactamase. After incubation 
overnight at 37°C, the plates were flooded with 10 ml 10% w/v sodium 
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penicillin-G (Glaxo Labs. Ltd) in distilled water. 	-Lactamase 
activity caused release of penicilloic acid:- 
(CH 3 ) 2 —C— CH—COONa 
-Lactamase 




NH—CO —CH 2 —Benzyl  
	









which turned the pH indicator in the plates red. 
3.3 	Characterization of -Lactamase phages 
Two phages out of 150 tested were positive on Andrade plates, 
and were shown by complementation tests to lack the TrpE gene present 
in the phage vector. DNA was prepared from the two phages, A30RT and 
x58RT. Samples of each DNA were digested with R.jII and R.BAmj 
together, and fractionated by agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure 2). 
The tracks were overloaded in order to show the presence of the 
0.18 MD pMB9 DNA fragment in the recombinant DNAs. A band is also 
visible which migrates with the pDS11O1/R.BAmH1 fragment, although 
this band could only be clearly resolved from lambda DNA fragments 
under conditions resulting in loss of the 0.18 MD fragment from the 
gel. 
The insertion and orientation of the pDSl101/R.BAmH 1 fragment 
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within the recombinants was confirmed by digestion of the DNAs with 
R.ECoR 1 (see Figure 3). 
R.EC0R1 + R..BAmH1 digestion of pDS1101, x58RT and X30RT yielded 
two comigrating fragments a and b (see Figure 4). R.EC0Ri + 
digestion of the recombinants increased the size of these two bands, 
to a' and b' and decreased the size of hybrid fragments flanking the 
insert to p and k. This size alteration was the result of transfer 
of the pMB9 DNA fragments from lambda to pDSl101 hybrid fragments. 
Determination of the DNA fragment sizes by the method described in 
Appendix I showed that the pDS1101/R.BAmH1 insert was in opposite 
orientations in the two isolates. 
3.4 	The promoter utilised for production of -lactamase 
The transposon TnA carries a promoter for -1actamase produc-
tion, but in the recombinants, TnA has been clea'..d and rearranged 
(Figure 4). In order to localize the promoter utilized for - 
lactamase expression, the production of the enzyme in lysogens of A30RT 
and A58RT was examined. In a lysogen, transcription from lambda 
promoters is repressed, so the contribution of transcription from 
plasmid promoters may be examined. 
As the recombinant phages carried an att-xis deletion (Murray 
et al, 1977), lysogens were constructed using helper-mediated inte-
gration. 10 9 pfu of each recombinant was mixed with an a tt+ i mmA 
10 
helper phage, (10 	pfu) and the phages were adsorbed to 0.2 nil 
portions of C-600 cells which were then, diluted and incubated in L-
broth for 30 minutes at 37°C. Cells were streaked onto L-agar plates 
that had been seeded with 10 
10 
 pfu of At 2 iMM21  C1 - , to select for 
the growth of irnm 21 colonies. 
Surviving colonies were checked for their immunity by cross- 
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streaking with imni 21 j, , immx C, and xvir phages. Double lysogens 
constructed and selected in this way were tested for their ability to 
produce alactamase, in the absence of any selection, by preparing 
enzyme extracts from exponentially growing cultures.. 
Fresh overnight cultures (0.7 ml) of E. coli C600, C600(X3ORT) 
(inimx), C600(xRT58) (immx), and GW38(pDS1101) were diluted into 4 
separate flasks, each containing 25 ml L-broth. The cultures were 
incubated with aeration at 37°C, until an E650flm of 0.61-0.72, when 
the cells were pelleted, washed in an equal volume of 0.1M sodium 
phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, and resuspended in 2 ml 10mM sodium phos-
phate buffer, pH 7.4. The cells were disrupted by sonication at 0°C 
using a 0.3 cm diameter soniprobe and applying 4 3-second bursts at 
20 kHz, 3A, allowing 1 minute intervals for cooling. Cell dbris was 
pelleted by low speed centrifugation, and the supernatants stored at 
0°C. 
-Lactamase activity was determined by a modification of the 
method of Perret (1954). Samples of enzyme extracts were incubated 
with a measured volume of a 7mM solution of penicillin-G at 30°C for 
10 minutes. The reactions were terminated by the addition of 10 ml 
of 0.0083M iodine, 0.06M potassium iodide, 1.75M sodium acetate buffer, 
pH 4.2. After shaking at 30°C for 10 minutes the samples were 
titrated with 0.0083r1 sodium thiosulphate, using 1% soluble starch as 
an indicator. 
The results, shown in Table 5, indicate a similar level of 
-lactamase activity in both lysogens, and the plasmid-carrying 
strain. This suggests the production of -lactamase arose from 
transcripts initiated at plasrnid rather than phage promoters. It 
seems likely that the R.BAmH1 site did not separate the structural 
gene for 8-lactamase from its promoter, although the utilisation of 
Table 5. 8-Lactamase production by X30RT and x58RT lysogens 
(1 unit of 8-lactamase releases 1 prnol of Penicilloic acid in one 
hour at pH 7 and 30C). 
Cell extract 
Units In 1 ml 
extract 
pg protein 
per ml 	1 
Units of activity 
per ug protein 
600(A3ORT)(immX) 684 430 1.60 
600(A58RT)(ininA) 816 520 1.56 
W38(pDS1101) 900 360 2.50 
600 24 420 0.058 
1 Determined by the method of Lowry (1951) 
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promoters elsewhere in the insert has not been ruled out. 
3.5 	-lactaniase production in infected cells 
In view of the utilisation of a plasmid promoter in the 
lysogens, it was of interest to compare the production of the enzyme 
in an infection, to check whether the powerful lambda promoter PL  had 
an influence on transcription of the -lactamase gene in either 
orientation. 
The production of -lactamase in E. coli cultures was examined by 
withdrawing samples at various time points from cultures infected 
with X3ORT, X58RT, or xNM860, which carried an R.jIII DNA fragment 
comprising the linear pBR313 molecule, including the TO element. The 
experimental procedure is described in the legend to Figure 6. 
Separate infections were carried out at multiplicities of 1.5 and 3 
phage/cell. The proportion of phage adsorbed was measured, and was 
greater than 96% for all infections. Cells from samples withdrawn 
from the infection were pelleted, resuspended in 50mM potassium phos-
phate pH 7.0, and disrupted by sonication. The conditions used for 
the production of the enzyme extract and its assay were as described 
in section 3.4. The enzyme levels produced are shown in Figure 6. 
xNM860 produced less enzyme than either )L30RT or x58RT. A58RT 
produced more enzyme than x3ORT, but less, after 20 minutes, than was 
obtained from the lysogen. The -lactamase activity may have continued 
to increase after 20 minutes, but it was felt that lysis by phage 
would obscure the result. 
It appears that the promoter. utilized for -lactamase production 
is used to transcribe in the opposite polarity to P L  transcription in 
x3ORT, as the level of enzyme is lower than in A58RT. The lack of 
enhancement of transcription of the -lactamase gene in x58RT by PL 
Figure 6 
A 300 ml culture of E. coil C-600 was grown until A 50 - 0.6. The 
cells were pelletad and resuspended in 75 ml ln*4 MgC12, and 10 ml 
portions were added to 6 100 ml flasks. 
Phage at multiplicities of Infection of 1.5 (0)  and 3 (x) were 
added to each flask and allowed to adsorb at 37 0C for 15 minutes. 
1-broth prewarmed to 370C was added to each flask to make up the total 
volume to 40 ml and the flasks were incubated at 370 with vigorous 
shaking . 10 ml samples, removed from the flasks after 0, 10, 15 and 
20 minutes of shaking at 37 0 were cooled in Iced Macartney bottles. 
The cells were pelleted and resuspended in 20n*1 sodium phosphate, 
pH 6.9 for sonicatlon (0.1 ml samples were removed prior to pelleting 
to determine the number of unadsorbed and total phage present). 
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Cloning of a conserved region of the 28s ribosomal RNA gene of 
Xenopus laevis 
The structure of the large subunit ribosomal RNA extracted from 
widely differing eukaryotes has been compared by various techniques 
including RNA-DNA hybridization, determination of base composition, 
and electron microscopy (Cox, 1977). The data suggest the molecule 
has a "core" of highly conserved sequences, and other, non-conserved 
sequences of widely differing % G+C contents. 
The localisation of the highly conserved regions should identify 
parts of the molecule that are important to ribosome function. The 
approach adopted here was to examine, using heterologous probes, the 
gene encoding the 28s ribosomal RNA (1-rRNA) of the large ribosomal 
subunit of X. laevis and to clone,in bacteriophage lambda, a fragment 
which contains the highly conserved sequences in order to study it 
further. 
The 28s and 18s ribosomal RNA genes of X.laevis are arranged in 
a tandem repeat, which contains one R.!jpIII  target per repeat unit. 
The single fragment produced by R.ilJJIII  digestion of this DNA has 
been inserted into a small relaxed plasmid, pMB9, to produce pXlr101 
(Reeder et al .,unpublished). By digesting pXlr101 DNA with various 
restriction enzymes, and fractionating the products on an agarose 
gel, the conserved parts of the gene could be localized by transfer-
ring the DNA to nitrocellulose according to Southern (1975) and 
hybridizing with 125 1-labelled l-rRNA from Neurospora crassa. Hybri-
dizing fragments were detected by autoradiography and quantitated by 
densitometric measurements on the film. The results are summarized 










































































R.BamHj site at 7.85 kB and the R.j 1 ,I1I site at 12.0 kB, aPll the 
concentration of cross-hybridizing sequences was qrcatest towards 
the 3' end of the RNA. 
In order to refine this map, and ultimately determine the DNA 
sequence of the common regions, the R.BamHI-R.jDIII fragment which 
comprised the vast majority of the cross-hybridizing sequences, was 
inserted into a composite lambda vector. 
It was reasoned that DNA fragments bearing one R.!jjII1  and 
one R.BamHj cohesive end would 'adapt' a lambda left arm, terminated 
by a R.jjDIII cohesive end to a lambda right arm, terminated by a 
R.BamH 1 cohesive end, and that the resulting recombinant could be 
readily detected if the lambda arms carried selectable genetic 
markers. 
The vectors used are shown in Figure 2. The left arm, with an 
R.jjIII terminus was provided by an R.jIII digest of x-plac5, 
which carries the lacz gene of E. coli , encoding -galactosidase, and 
is imm-x. The right arm, with an R.Bam Hi terminus, was provided by 
an R.BamHj digest of xNM540 which carries imm21 . The procedure used, 
e.1;\bO.s 	 cc' 	50 - 5i identified 10 
1acz+ imm 21 hybrids. 
These were tested for the presence of the conserved sequences, 
as other R.pIII-R.BaniH1 DNA fragments could also have been cloned, 
and l acz+ 1mm21 recombinants might arise, rarely, by illegitimate 
recombination. The phages were screened by plaque hybridization, as 
described by Benton and Davis (1977). 3 out of 10 clones, which 
gave a positive signal to a probe prepared by 125 1-iodination of 
Neurospora crassa l-rRNA were propagated. DNA was isolated from 
these 'phages, and digested as described in Plate 3(a). 
2 out of 3 of the selected clones contained the desired fragment, 
1I 5-CAv yfr_ 
- D - 	 L ) I L~tc_+ p 
Figure 2 
pic_5 	 'U 	
I 	XpIac5 
s. R.1 1/L 	
ninR5" XNM540 
1mm21 1 
plac5 	 ninR57 ART9 
'I I \==3(/ imm 2 l 
2kBp X-Iaevis 
rDNA 	 ' sHin DIII 
sBamHi 
Generation of X/rDNA recombinant 
Plate 3(a) 
DNA samples (1 ig each) restricted with R.jjjII and R.BaniH 1 and 
fractionated by electrophoresis on a 1% w/v agarose gel . The sBamH 1 
(9.0 kbp)/sjIII (12.0 kbp) X. laevis rDNA fragment is arrowed. 
(1) xplac5; (2) ANM540; (3) ART1O; (4) ART9; (5) pX riOl; (6) ART8. 
Plate 3(b) 
The DNA fragments were transferred to a nitrocellulose filter 
according to Southern (1975), and hybridised to 1251  l-rRNA from 
N. crassa. The arrow shows the position of the conserved fragment. 
E':i :1 
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Letters denote 125 1- hybridizing fragments. 
o:16kB b:OJkB present in 1-3 of 4.a. 
c=1•2kB d07kB present in 3 of L.b. 
e29kB present in 45 of 4a;14,6 17,8 of 4b. 
Plate 4(a) 
A RT.9 DNA samples (1 ug each) were restricted with various enzymes 
and fractionated by electrophoresis on a 1.5% w/v agarose gel. The 
DNA fragments were then transferred by the Southern (1975) procedure 
to nitrocellulose and hybridized to 1251 l-rRNA from N. crassa. 
Arrows indicate hybridizing bands detected by fluorography. A 
parallel set of samples was similarly treated but hybridized to 32P-
DNA prepared by nick translation of pXlr 101. This identified all 
the sequences from the insert. (Data not shown). (All A RT.9 VNA 
unless otherwise indicated) (1) R.Bamj' R.AVa 1 , (2) RAva 1 
(3) R.j 0flIR.AVa 1 (4) R.j 	IR.BamH 1 (5) pXlr.l0l/R.j 0 1+ 
R.Ban*1 1 (6) R.jflI+R.Sma 1 (7) R.Sma 1 (8) R.Barn 
Plate 4(b 
Further A RT.9 DNA digests, treated as in Plate 4(a). Arrows indicate 
bands which hybridized to 1251-1-rRNA from N. crassa, (All A RT.9 
DNA unless otherwise indicated). (1) R.I+R.BamH 1 +R.EcoR 11 
(2) R.Kpn 1 (3) R.jI+R.Bant 1+R.Bal 1 (4) R.jjI+R.BamH 1 
(5) Ac 1857.SAn7/R.jflI+R.ECoR 1  (6) Rj.!I+R.BamH1+R.ECoR1 
(7) R.. 	II+R.BamH 1 +R.R.sp 1 (8) R.jjI+R.BamH 1+R.P St1. 
one contained the small additional 7.85-9.05 kB R.BarnH1-R.BamHj 
fragment and was presumably the result of incomplete digestion. 
The presence of the 9.05-12.0 kB DNA fragment within the 
recombinants was confirmed by Southern transfer of the gel and 
hybridization with 125 1-labelled N. crassa l-r-RNA (Plate 3(b)). 
Recombinant )LRT9 has been used to localize further the cross-
hybridizing regions. Digests of xRT9 using a variety of restriction 
enzymes were split and two portions fractionated by electrophoresis 
on duplicate halves of a 1.5% w/v agarose gel. The DNA was trans-
ferred to a nitrocellulose filter, and one set of digests was 
hybridized with 32 P-labelled pXlr101; the other half was hybridized 
with 125 1-labelled l-rRNA of N. crassa. The first probe identified 
all fragments arising from the insert, the second, those from the 
insert carrying cross-hybridizing sequences. 
Data obtained in this way are shown in Plate 4. These show that 
the cross-hybridizing sequences are split into 1.2 kB and 0.7 kB 




Genetic selection of an adapter fragment encoding the H4 histone of 
.E. miliaris 
DNA fragments that have been cloned using a single restriction 
enzyme frequently include more than one structural gene, and may also 
for example in the case of well-studied tandem repeats, have long 
spacer sequences. Coding sequences may be mapped with restriction 
enzymes onto DNA fragments which hybridize to labelled mRNA, but in 
order to study a single gene in depth, it is of advantage to transfer 
a smaller DNA fragment carrying the gene, and little else, to a new 
vector. Such a transfer is made much more efficient if a selection 
exists for the insertion of the smaller fragment. An adaptation of 
the general method described in Results 2.4 was used to provide such a 
selection for the insertion of a DNA fragment carrying the H4 histone 
gene from Psammechinus miliaris, into lambda. 
The position of histone genes and restriction enzyme targets 
within the histone DNA repeat unit of P. miliaris was determined by 
Gross et al. (1976). After fractionating the m-RNAs far each histone, 
Gross and co-workers were able to determine the position and also the 
polarity of transcription of the genes. These results (Fig. 1) show 
that the H4 gene can be isolated on a DNA fragment flanked by R.ECoR1 
and R.HinDIII enzyme targets. In order to study this fragment in 
more depth, it was transferred to bacteriophage lambda. The fragment 
was orientated in lambda so that transcripts from P L would be made in 
the same direction as those of H4 in the sea-urchin. Separation of 
the two strands of the recombinant DNA, (Szybalski et al.(1971)), 
would enable single strand DNA fragments to be prepared, suitable for 
sequence determination (Sanger et al. (1977)). 
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inserted into a small relaxed plasmid, pCR1 (Covey et al. 1976), by 
Telford et al. (1977). This recombinant plasmid, termed pCRh7, was 
used as the source of the H4 gene fragment, MW 0.58x10 6 , and bearing 
R.jIII and R.EC0RI cohesive ends, in constructing a lambda hybrid. 
In designing a selection for insertion of this R.jjIII-R.ECo 
fragment as an adapter, homology with the E. coli chromosome was 
avoided to reduce the probability of lysogeny. Consequently, the 
vectors were attV,  and the recombinant could not carry plac or 
similar transducing phage genes. Both phages were also c1 to prevent 
establishment of immunity". 
The two phages used, (Figure 1), contained amber mutations. They 
could be propagated only on suppressor-strain hosts, and the arms 
containing amber mutations could be selected against by transfection 
onto a suppressor-free strain. 
The ASj2 c 1 857 Pam80 phage was provided by N.E. Murray. The 
AWam Earn sF11113+ TrpE cIv njn+  S phage was constructed by a conven-
tional phage cross from its ninR5v Sam7 parent: 




+ 	+ 	 + 	+ 	21 	'+ 	+ W E h. i g red mm / nin S 
The presence of Warn and Earn in the recombinant was checked by 
complementation tests using X.Wam and AEani phages; the redv was con-
firmed by failure of the recombinant to form plaques on a ligtS  host; 
and Nin+  by its failure to grow on a GroN strain. The cross 
increased the length of the vector by 1 .9xl0 6 Daltons, and avoided 
the production of a recombinant DNA molecule marginally short for 
packaging. 
DNA from the two vectors and pCRh7 was restricted with R.ECoR1 
Fig ur.?. Restriction digests for construction of -H4qer hybrid 
2 ig of ANM403 was restricted with R.ECoR1 and 2 vg of ANM946 
was restricted with R.jJDIII. The extent of restriction was monitored 
by transfection and gel analysis of small fractions. These DNAs were 
mixed with R.ECoRj + R.jIII restricted pCRh7 DNA (4.5 jig), allowed 
to reanneal, and incubated with 14 polynucleotide ligase and ATP at 






and R.HinDIU, and processed as described in Figure 2. On trans-
fection onto a non-suppressing host, 5 plaques were produced. Those 
were propagated and DNA was prepared from each, (X/pCRh7.l-.5). 
DNA samples were restricted with R.ECoR1 and R.HiflDIII and 
fractionated by electrophoresis on 1% w/v agarose gels. Two of the 
recombinants included a fragment which co-migrated with the H4 frag- 
ment (See figure 3). 
The identity of this fragment was confirmed by transferring the 
DNA to a nitrocellulose filter, and the immobilised DNA was hybridized 
to pCRh7 DNA which had been radioactively labelled with c- 32P dTTP to 
high specific activity by nick translation (See Materials and Methods 
(xiii)-(xvii), and results in Figure 3(b)). 
As a preliminary to sequence determination, the action of various 
restriction enzymes on the insert was examined. The lambda-H4 gene 
recombinant DNA was restricted with R.ECoR1 and R.jjjIII to produce 
the H4 gene fragment, and the presence or absence of this fragment 
was monitored after restriction with other enzymes. 
The fragment lacked targets for R.Pst 1 , R.BamH 1  and R.jRflJ, but 
was digested by R.Bal 1  and R.Hpa. Since R.Ba11 cleaves a subset of 
R.hae 1 	targets, the R.Bal j site(s) must encompass R.Hae111 sites 
and must lie within or very close to the structural gene (Figure 1). 
This observation may be of value in further resection experiments. 
Fig. 3(a) Digests of the /pCRh7 recombinants 
(1) 	x/pCRh7.1/R.ECjj + R.jjjjIII 
 x/pCRh7.2/ 	U 
 ANM493/ 	U 	
Ii 
 xNM946/ 	If 
 pCRh7/ 	'I 
	 If 
 x/pCRh7.3/ 	" 	 U 
 x/pCRh7.4/ 
 x/pCRh7.5/ 	 U 
(b) Autoradiograph of the gel transferred to millipore and 
hybridised to 32 P pCRh7 DNA 













The development of vectors for a wide spectrum of specific DNA 
fragments has been a major objective in recombinant DNA research. 
The difficulty of constructing vectors for DNA fragments produced by 
the enzymes that recognize tetra- or penta-nucleotide sequences has 
been avoided by the use of terminal nucleotidyl transferase, or 
adapter fragments. 
Bacteriophage lambda has a genome with a DNA length ten times 
that of commonly used plasmid vectors, and this compounds the diffi-
culty of obtaining single-site vectors for particular enzymes. Also 
the presence of ter-generated cohesive termini Interferes with 
standard 'tailing' procedures. These factors emphasize the need for 
investigating alternative methods for cloning DNA fragments in lambda. 
The use of K.EcoRiI 
R.EcoRij is typical of the restriction enzymes for which no 
vector, phage or plasmid, has been constructed. Indeed, the 
existence of two !.EcoRII recognition targets in a conserved region 
close to the origin of replication of pBR345 and the independently 
Isolated p1481 ( Bolivar et al. 1977) makes this possibility more 
remote. The cohesive ends of R.Ecoii contain 4 G or C bases so It 
was felt that this sequence would be amenable to procedures involving 
reannealing and sealing of cohesive ends. An additional property of 
the enzyme is Its ability to generate two types of cohesive termini 
which should not self anneal. Therefore a preparation of adapter 
fragments containing one type of R.EcoRij terminus should not self-
anneal via their R.EcoRiI cohesive ends, and could be used to 
efficiently titrate complementary R.EcoRij cohesive ends in a digest 
of donor DNA. This would improve yields In a cloning experiment by 
reducing the number of unproductive links. 
IN 
The effect of partial methylatlon of !.Ec0RI sequences by the 
mec-encoded cytosine-specific methylase, noted in Results 1.1 was to 
reduce the overall extent of digestion. The reduction in Intensity 
of bands was apparently not selective, that is did not show specifi-
city by we for particular !.ECORII sites. 
As a spectrum of fragments is produced, R.EcoRiI should be of 
value for preparing clones containing overlapping DNA fragments from 
DNA propagated on E. coil K strains. This is potentially superior to 
methods of preparation of partial digest fragments with restriction 
enzymes alone, as their specificity may extend beyond the recognition 
sequence, giving different frequencies of cleavage for different 
sites, and non-random fragment distribution (Thomas and Davis, 1975). 
In order to obtain suitable adapter fragments it was felt advisable 
to select from the large range of fragments produced by the action of 
R.EcoRiI on mac-protected ADNA, in case suitable fragments arose 
rarely. 
In order to prepare adapter fragments possessing R.EcoRii 
cohesive ends, It was necessary to show that the R.EcoR11 enzyme 
preparations did not contain contaminating nucleases. This could not 
be determined by a biological assay for intact R.EcoRii ends as no 
plasmid containing a single !.EcoRII site was available. The bio-
chemical assay used was the release of nucleotides or inorganic 
phosphate from lambda DNA which had been uniformly labelled with 
32 P-phosphate, by Incubation with R.ECoRIi preparations. 
These results (Section 1.2, 1.3), suggested that some nuclease 
activity was present, although it was subsequently shown that the 
termini could be efficiently annealed, and sealed with polynucleotid. 
ligase (Section 1.5). 
b  
Various techniques for the preparation of adapter fragments 
containing one R.EcoRIi cohesive end were investigated. The recovery 
of DNA fragments from agarose gels was assayed by attempting to 
restrict the recovered DNA with R.EcoRiI. For this purpose, DNA 
prepared by the method described by !lln et al. (1975) using 
potassium Iodide, was most satisfactory (Section 1.4). For fractiona-
tion of a small number of DNA fragments of widely differing sizes, 
velocity sedimentation through sucrose gradients (Section 1.5) was the 
method of choice. 
The first results obtained suggested the presence of nuclease 
activity in the R.ECOR11 enzyme preparation, and the absence of a 
simple biological test system for the Integrity of the cohesive ends 
made it difficult to purify the enzyme further. Other workers have 
noted problems in the purification of !.ECORII  (e.g., Greene et al., 
1978). These factors stimulated the study of an alternative class of 
adapter fragments. 
The use of J.Jijnn.11j - R.AW1 adapter fragments 
The enzyme R.!L&mHj has five sites In the wild-type lambda genome 
(Perricaudet and TIollals, 1975; Haggerty and Schllef, 1976). Four 
of these sites may be removed by genetic manipulations, but one site, 
at 11.4% along the genome, remains. Attempts to remove this site by 
mutagenesis or the in vitro cycling procedure described in the 
Introduction (Page 11) failed, presumably because of the 
indispensibility of part of the recognition sequence for the function 
of gene D In which It lies (N. Murray, pers. comm.). 
The production of R..!jpIII-R.BamHi  adapter fragments could be 
tested by simple biological assays. The challenge common to all the 
assays was whether the addition of adapter fragments could link a 
lambda left arm to a lambda right arm, subject also to that 
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recombinant molecule givini rise to a plaque-forming phage. 
The Initial experiments used purified lambda DNA fragments con-
sisting of the left and right arms' which were mixed with a purified 
adapter fragment, ligated, and transfected. The genetic and 
physi-al constitution of the resulting plaques was examined for the 
presence of the adapter fragment. Different methods of preparation 
of the lambda 'arms' were used In order to optimise the purity of 
each fragment. At the size range In question, (20-49 kB), the 
resolving power of agarose gels Is not as high as It is for smaller 
fragments, which results In some overlapping of bands. 
Band overlap and cross-contamination are also increased because 
the capacity of the gel (expressed as moles fragment/cm 2 ) is also 
lower at higher molecular weights. Signs of overloading are visible 
as streaks behind the main band. Cross-contamination was considerably 
worsened by the effect of the cohesive termini of lambda, which 
reannealed to some extent between a 70C heat treatment and the 
fractionation of the fragments on the gel. The transfection 
efficiency of intact xDNA recovered after electrophoresis through 
agarose gels was 3-6% of untreated DNA. 
Contamination of the 'arm' preparations with intact ADNA 
molecules produces a high background in recombination experiments, 
as these particles are capable of transfecting without ligation. 
Similarly, contamination of the lambda 'arm' preparation possessing 
R.jtII cohesive ends (e.g., fg.A, Section 2) with the remaining 
lambda arm also terminating in R.HinIfl cohesive ends, will give 
rise to recombinants by ligatlons involving one link per recombinant, 
and therefore more readily than the Insertion of an adapter fragment 
by ligations Involving two links per recombinant. 
(1 
The efficiency of recovery of any recombinant is always reduced 
by a function of the number of ligation events required to produce 
the recombinant, as the larger the number of fragments involved, the 
greater the proportion of non-productive links at any junction, and 
the lower the probability of producing the desired order of frag-
ments. This observation governs the design of experiments using 
adapter fragments. 
In view of the technical difficulties involved with the 
fractionation to a very high degree of purity of large DNA fragments 
in preparative amounts, an alternative approach based on genetic 
screening amongst a phage population for a recombinant produced 
using an adapter fragment, was studied (Section 2.4). For these 
experiments, no fractionation of the components was required. A 
source of adapter fragments was used which did not require purifica-
tion, although the smaller (0.18 MD) fragment was preferable in 
future applications to the larger (3.3 MD) fragment. Both adapter 
fragments were found to act as adapters. The frequency of 
recombinants arising by Illegitimate recombination was higher than 
expected () and may reflect the presence of contaminating enzymes 
in the R.Blii or !.i!Difl preparation. In at least one case, 
there appeared to have been loss of enzyme targets during or after 
the insertion of an adapter fragment ) as homologous sequences were 
present, but the adapter fragment band was not visible in restric-
tion enzyme digests (Section 2.5, Figure 8). 
The use of genetic screening or selection to identify 
recombinants that had Inserted an adapter fragment was subsequently 
applied to the Isolation of DNA fragments from the ribosomal RIM 
genes of X. laevls and the histone genes of P. millaris. 
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Insertion of DNA fragment generated by R.JaWT into a RJtinnhII target 
As the insertion of a restriction fragment produced by one 
enzyme Into a vector at a site recognized by a second enzyme using 
adapter fragments involves four ligation events, it was necessary to 
start with as small a nter of donor fragment types as possible, or 
else the inefficiency of the reaction might be expected to reduce 
the probability of Isolating a particular recombinant unacceptably. 
For this reason an !.BamHI digest of pDSl101 was an ideal 
choice, as it was a homogeneous preparation of a single R.Bam.!J 
fragment. 
The order of reactions (Section 3.2) was arranged to favour 
production of the adapted  insert. The first ligation reaction was 
between R.BemHi restriction digests of p1489 and pDSl101, in a 2:1 
molar ratio. The next step, cleavage with R.HinDIII, generated 
adapter fragments In situ from any pDS1101 molecule which had p1489 
molecules attached at both ends, with the R.jJ)III site nearest to 
the pDS1101/pNB9 junction. The products of the R.jpjjI digest 
were r.annealed with an R.Hinll digest of ANM705. Obviously, this 
order was only feasible because pDSl101 does not contain a site for 
R.jpIII. However, a more general method could be used if R.ECORI 
was the second enzyme, as the donor DNA could first be methylated 
In vitro with purified R1 methylase. The ligated mix could then be 
restricted with R.EcoRI to generate adapters without restricting 
R.EC0R1 sites within the donor DNA. An analogous approach was 
described by P4aniatis at al (1978). 
Another advantage of pDS1101 was the simple screening procedure 
available for -lacta.ase producers. This Identified plaques 
producing the enzyme by indicating the pH change caused by release 
of penicilloic acid using plates supplemented with Fuchsin Red. 
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A more general method of Identification would be plaque hybridiza-
tion with a radioactively labelled probe prepared from the sequence 
of Interest, (Materials and Methods, xv). 
The analysis of two recombinants by restriction enzyme digestion 
showed the p051101 fragment inserted via adapters in opposite orienta- 
tions In each case. One aim of the experiment was to look for any 
effect on expression caused by the presence of the adapter fragments, 
and therefore the level of the -1actamase activity in a lysogen was 
determined. In this case, the R4pIII-R.Bam.HI fragment might con-
tain part of the tetracycline resistance gene promoter sequence 
(Tilt et al, 1977) and would in that case be likely to Influence 
transcription of an Insert. 
As the vector phage lacked the attachment region, it was 
necessary to construct a double lysogen with a helper phage. Double 
lysogens of the recombinant with either orientation of Insert 
produced similar levels of $-lactamase, in the absence of selection, 
suggesting the gene was being transcribed from its own promoter, and 
indicating that the promoter was between the coding sequence and the 
site for R.BaI1 within the trsnsposon. 
This finding prompted an examination of the level of expression 
of B-lactaaase during infections with phages carrying the gene In 
both orientations. As the insert is at 57% along the lambda genome, 
its transcription Is subject to the influence of the lambda trans-
cript initiated at P1. The level of expression was found to differ 
significantly between the phiges carrying Inserts in opposite 
orientations. A58RT, which carried the insert in the orientation 
which put the -lactamase coding strand downstream from P1 (Position 
of promoter obtained from sequence information (Sutcliffe, 1978), 
gave a higher rate of synthesis of the enzyme than )30RT, which had 
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the opposite orientation. The inhibition of -lactamase production 
in A30RT can be explained as the effect of the opposing transcript 
from P1. However, the enzyme level In AS8RT Is not boosted by high 
levels of transcription from P1. The level of activity after twenty 
minutes Is lower than that produced In the lysogen. There are a 
number of possible explanations for this phenomenon. There may be 
barriers to transcription within the insert upstream of the plasmid 
promoter. Alternatively, transcription from P1 is repressed by cr0 
10 after infection, or earlier if there is a multiple infection. As 
the -lactamase gene Is distal in the PL  transcript, PL  Inhibition by 
cre product may prevent the maximum rate of transcription from being 
achieved. In this case the yield of enzyme could be increased by 
Introducing a cro mutation into the phage. Lysis could be delayed 
by also Introducing 27 and S mutations. If the relatively low level 
of transcription was due to attenuating sequences in the plesmid, one 
could .utagenize and select for mutants able to produce the enzyme at 
high levels, with high concentrations of penicillin. Some of these 
mutants would be expected to have lost the attenuating effect. 
The lack of stimulation of enzyme production in infections over 
the levels In the lysogen might reflect some form of regulation of 
synthesis of the enzyme. The enzyme Is reported to be non-inducible 
(Richmond, ) but previous experiments have not tested the levels 
produced by a transducing phage. The enzyme was not being excreted 
into the medium to an appreciable extent, nor was there any sign of 
early lysis, as checked by titration of medium. 
The efficiency of the cloning procedure was 2 recombinants 
carrying 2 adapters out of 150 clones examined. This figure depends 
on variables such as the reaction conditions and molar ratios of the 
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component frageents, which were not optimized experimentally. By 
optimizing the efficiency of each stage of the procedure, using 
adapter fragments labelled with -f- 32P ATP, it should be possible 
to increase the proportion of recombinants containing two adapters. 
Cloning of a conserved region of the 28s rRNA gene of j. laevls. 
The study of the genes encoding ribosomal RPIAs of eukaryotes has 
so far concentrated on their organisation, expression and 
maintenance as reiterated arrays. The large, U. and small subunit 
rRNAs genes lie adjacent within a repeated unit which may also 
Include a 5s PM cistron in some eukaryotes (Cox, 1978). The 
structural gene sequences are linked to each other by 'spacer' 
sequences, some of which are also transcribed In precursor rRNAs. 
The precursor species are processed by specific endonucleases to 
produce the mature rPM. As eukaryotes contain of the order of 
hundreds of rRNA genes, which must be maintained with high fidelity, 
and in some cases are amplified further (e.g., Brown et M. 1971), 
the mechanisms involved are of great interest. A comparison of the 
structural gene sequences between very distantly related eukaryot.s 
may, however reveal information about the function of the RNA 
sequences by defining areas of homology, presumably highly 
conserved, and diverged sequences, which do not cross-hybridize. 
Various workers have reported the existence of conserved 
segments In L-rRMA of eukaryotes, as determined by reassociation 
kinetics (e.g.. GerM, 1976). However divergence is also apparent, 
In large variations In (G+C) content and size of L-rRNAs of different 
species (Cox, 1978). 
An analysis of the size and sequence variations between species 
suggests all L-rRNAs have a conserved Ocort o sequence, with a few 
additional non-conserved tracts, of widely varying G+C contents, 
Inserted. 
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The localisation of the conserved regions within L-rRMs is of 
value If It can be inferred that highly conserved sequences are vital 
in the structure of functional ribosames. 
To this end, the use of restriction enzymes to dissect the 
L-rRNA structural gene is of great value. By hybridisation of these 
restriction fragments from a plasmid clone to rRNA or rONA from other 
species, a map of the RNA molecule showing the extent of conservation 
of each region may be obtained (See Fig. 1, Section 4). 
This approach Is, however limited In certain ways. First, the 
rRNA must be fractionated. In practice the 1 and S sub particles of 
a ribosome preparation are fractionated, and L-rRNA is prepared from 
the 1-sub-particle fraction. This preparation Is likely to be 
slightly contaminated with S-rRNA, which may itself cross-hybridize 
between species, and so confuse the results. 
If rDNA from a bacterial plasmid clone Is used as a probe, It 
will usually also contain the structural gene for S-rRNA, which may 
cross-hybridize. This is because the U and S-rRNA genes are always 
found adjacent on the DNA sequence, separated by only a small spacer 
region. In hybridizations between plasmid clones, the vector DNA 
sequences will have comeon sequences and contribute additional 
cross-hybridizing bands. 
The problem could be greatly simplified by transferring a DNA 
fragment containing the conserved sequences of an L-rRNA to bacteri o-
phage lambda. The DNA of this recombinant, used as a probe, would 
detect only conserved sequences within L-rRNA genes If hybridized to 
DNA of plaid rONA clones. 
If the conserved regions can be narrowed down by restriction 
enzyme mapping, It should be feasible to determine the nucleotide 
sequence of selected restriction fragments. The DNA sequencing 
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technique described by Singer (1977) requires single-stranded DNA. 
This can be readily obtained from lambda, as the DNA strands of 
lambda may be separated (Szybalskl et al, 1971) by ultracentrifuga-
tion through poly (Li. G) caesium chloride gradients, on the basis of 
differences in their base composition. 
Another method of mapping L-rRNA sequences held in coon 
between species is the examination of heteroduplexss formed between 
DNA from two clones. In this case it is important to be able to 
determine the polarity of the DNA strands. If such experiments are 
carried out with DNA from one lambda clone and one plasmid clone, 
there will be no hybridization between the vector sequences, and the 
asymmetric position of the insert within the lambda recombinant will 
enable the polarity to be determined provided the plasaid clone can 
be restricted at a site close to one end of the insert. 
With these observations In mind, the transfer of the highly 
conserved K.IU-R.Bai fragment from the gene for L-rRNA of 
X. laevls (Section 4) to a lambda vector was felt to be a useful 
application of the In vitro selection method developed. The method 
demanded the insertion of DNA fragments In one orientation, which 
simplifies heteroduplex and restriction site mapping. 
Hybridization with 125 I-LrRNA from!. crassa was used to 
identify conserved DNA fragments within those produced by digestion 
of the insert with various enzymes ( Figure 4). The general con-
clusion from these results was that there were homologous sequences 
at two or more than two separate sites, as the cross hybridizing 
R.Smay fragments are not adjacent according to the mapping data of 
Boseley at al. (1978). 
The hybrids formed between rDNA of X. laevls and 125 1-LrRNA of 
N. crassa were stable under stringent hybridization conditions 
(4xSSC, 65 4C). This suggests the maintenance of the regions was due 
to a structural role as the most highly conserved coding sequences 
studied, the histone genes, show extensive divergence at the third 
base of the codons in the closely related sea urchin species studied 
(runste1n and Schedi, 1976), and cross-hybridization between these 
sequences mould be less stable. 
Genetic selection of an adapter frageent containing the H4 histone 
gene of P. milfaris 
The advantages of lambda as a vector include strand separation 
for sequence analysis and the study of transcripts from phage 
promoters Into the insert. Both aspects were required In the study 
of the structural genes encoding histone nsRNAs of P. mlllaris 
(Section 5). The control of expression of histone genes during 
development is fundamental to the process of cell differentiation. 
Control Of expression at the transcriptional level would be revealed 
by promoter or operator sequences if the genes are regulated in a 
similar way to prokaryotic genes. These sequences say be revealed 
by sequence analysis or by their interaction with lambda's trans-
criptional machinery. 
The R.H1nnII-R.ECoRt fragment carrying the H4 gene is 
particularly suitable for these studies because at 950 BP it Is short 
enough to be completely sequenced, It carries the complete coding 
region plus untranslated sequences at the 5' and 3' ends, and it is 
orientated within the lambda recombinant so that transcription from 
P1 through the histone gene would give the sense strand. 
The use of genetic selection to obtain a class of lambda 
recombinants containing inserts with non self-complementary ends 
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should be generally applicable to cloning these fragments from double 
digests of DNA. Expression of a histone gene in a bacterial cell 
might have been expected to be deleterious, and selection was 
particularly useful in this case to reduce the risk of loss by 
recombination of the clone. 
The first question to be asked about the expression of H4 In the 
lambda recombinant is If the DNA fragment Is being transcribed. A 
preliminary study was carried out In which 3H-labelled RNA was 
prepared from pulse labelling 	3H UTP during an Infection of 
E. coil cells 6,, ApCRh7.3, and this RNA was hybridized to pCRh7 
DNA on nitrocellulose filters. No transcription was detected. 
Further experiments are required, however to confirm this negative 
result. By mutagenesis of the lambda clone It may be possible to 
obtain a derivative which transcribes the insert. Such a mutant 
could be detected by In situ hybridization with a nick-translated 
DNA probe to RNA prepared for In situ hybridization by linkage to 
diazobenzyl oxyniethyl  paper (Alwine et al, 1977). In-phase trans-
lation may be detected by a plaque Imeunoassay with a suitable anti-
body preparation (Skalka and Shapiro, 1977). 
It may be necessary to manipulate the H4 structural gene further, 
for example to bring It closer to P1 in order to use it as a model 
for eukaryote gene expression In lambda. For this reason, further 
restriction enzyme analysis was carried out. From the digestions 
performed, R.Bal warranted further mapping work, as It possessed a 
site within the histone gene fragment. 
An alternative to manipulations In vitro with restriction 
enzymes to move H4 with respect to P1 would be selection of In vivo 
deletions using media supplemented with pyrophosphate (Parkinson and 
Huskey, 1975). 
Size selection could also be used generally in conjunction with 
genetic selection, for example if the clone desired was of a 500 B.P. 
DNA fragment, clones with small Inserts could be detected by plating 
on plates supplemented with pyrophosphate, or the component'arms' of 
the recombinant could be chosen to contribute 99% wild-type lambda 
length to the recombinant, so preventing the propagation of clones 
with long Inserts. 
The production of recombinants In lambda using adapter fragments 
Is a valid alternative to the use of tailing. The disadvantages of 
fragment preparation may be avoided by the use of genetic and 
physical selection procedures, and by arranging the order of in vitro 
manipulations to favour the production of recombinants containing 
adapter fragments. If large quantities of pure adapter fragment are 
required, for example in 'shotgun' experiments, the use of synthetic 
linkers should be considered. The selection of recombinants contain-
ing a double digest fragment, by selection of genetic markers on 
lambda arms terminated In different cohesive ends, will be applicable 
to cloning and studies of orientation of DNA fragments from a variety 
of sources. Such techniques should significantly enlarge the 
versatility of lambda vectors. 
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Appendix: Molecular Weight Determination of DNA fragments 
Molecular weights were determined by measuring the relative 
mobilities of DNA fragments fractionated on 1.0 or 1.5% w/v Agarose 
gels. A plot of Mobility vs. log Molecular weight gave a linear 
relationship below about 10 kB (Sharp et al, 1973). The molecular 
weight standards used were the products of digestion of ADNA with 
R.ECoR1 or R.ECoR1 + R.HjpIII, and their sizes were as measured by 
electron microscopy (Thomas and Davis, 1975) or by 32P incorporation 
(Murray and Murray, 1975). 
The example given is the determination of the sizes of the 
fragments produced by digestion of ART.9 with R.H1flIII, R.BamH1 and 
R.Ba1 1 , after fractionation on a 1.5% w/v agarose gel, with a digest 
of Ac1857 SAm7 with R.fijJIII and R.ECoRj as a size standard. The 





A/R.pjjI!. ECORT digest 
(standard) 
ART9/R.jI/R.8a11/R. 
Mobility Molecular weight Mobility Molecular weight 
11.2 5.24 10.3 51,3 
12.0 5.05 13.8 4.3 
13.8 4.21 15,3 3.9 
16.5 3.41 21.3 2.75 
26.7 1.98 21.7 2.65 
28.0 1.90 22.1 2.60 
31.8 1.57 26.2 2.0 
34.7 1.32 26.8 1.95 
42.5 0.93 27.7 1.85 
45.0 0.84 31.0 1.5 
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